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Award winning book for Best Fantasy eBook in the 2015 Independent Publisher Book Awards
and the beginning of the sword and sorcery fantasy adventure series for teens and young
adults.Have you ever wondered, “Why am I here?” For Fourteen-year-old Simon Whittaker the
answer is awaiting on the other side of a magic portal…but so is the darkest, primal evil.Book #1
in the teen and young adult fantasy adventure series Portals, Passages & Pathways.In the Land
of Magnanthia is a teen & young adult fantasy adventure that takes you on a magical journey into
the beautiful land of Magnanthia, the home to fantasy creatures of all kinds, spell-casting
wizards and warlocks, and the ultimate war between good and evil. Follow two teenagers as they
go up against the hardships with coming of age, struggle to find redemption, and fight to
discover a way off the roadway of eternal death and onto the pathway to everlasting life!When a
portal to another world cracks open just outside a small town in Minnesota, it sets off a series of
events forever changing the lives of two boys. Simon is set on the path to save the world, while
Jak is on a path to tear it apart.What pathway are YOU on?

From School Library JournalK-Gr 4-Here is an intelligent math tool that can be used by an
individual child or with groups. Each section of the book consists of a repetitious rhyme about a
bug on a two-page spread full of bright pastels and friendly dark colors, followed by a second
spread that shows a close-up of the insect and the last word of the poem in heavy, large letters.
By using the sounds in the poems, the details of the pictures, and the various blocks of color that
frame the initial spread, children can find and identify repetitive patterns. The author's note
states that, "Each picture contains six patterns that match that picture's border." Unfortunately,
notes about the book's intended use and an explanation of an AAB pattern appear on the last
page, and some readers, including adults, may have no idea what to make of it all until they
finish flipping through the pages. The concepts will undoubtedly have to be explained and
demonstrated to the youngest readers, but even some third and fourth graders will take joy in
trying to "figure out" the book and play the game-once they know what they're supposed to do.
An excellent way to prove to reluctant readers that books can be lots of fun.Thomas Pitchford,
Rosenthal Elementary, Alexandria, LACopyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.About
the AuthorTrudy Harris writes books that both educate and entertain. She has written a number
of successful math concept books, including: Pattern Bugs, 20 Hungry Piggies, Jenny Found a
Penny, The Clock Struck One, and Tally Cat Keeps Track. Trudy loves reading picture books to
her grandchildren and to her students at Temple View Elementary in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
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2013 by B. R. Maul. All rights reservedCopyright © 2013 by B. R. Maul. All rights reservedNo part 
of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without prior written permission by Bruce R.
Maul.Edited by Kim BrosdahlPortrait by Nicholas Friesen at www.nicholasfriesen.comCover Art
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my wife and best friend, Elisa. Without her love and support this story would still be stuck on
paper in the form of notes and ideas. I love you.To my mom and dad for always believing in their
little boy who never stopped dreaming.To my editor, Kim Brosdahl, for her attention to detail, her
hard work, her genuine excitement, and her kind words.And to all the people in the course of my
life who inspired me, directly or indirectly, and whether you know it or not. It’s been a great
journey.Table of Contents1 A Lonely Place2 An Unexpected Friend3 Strangers in Riverside4
Just Plain Old Mean5 Last-Minute Plans6 Sleep Well Mr. Goody Two Shoes7 Rainbow Rocks
and Compasses8 Here Today Gone Tomorrow9 A Sunrise on the River Bottom10 Loud Enough
to Wake the Dead11 Moonlight Starlight12 Blue Quagmire13 Bedlam’s Keeper14 Domic’s
Haven15 The Power in a Name16 The Tenth or First of the Second Nine17 The Maze of
Mayhem18 A Courtyard on a Branch19 Black Transfusion20 The Council of Wizards1A Lonely
PlaceThe guardian knew what he had to do. He had trained and prepared for moments like
these. He had spent months trying to identify and reveal the rogue wizard, a madman with no
scruples. Bad luck had kept him a step behind…until now. Now he was a full step ahead of the
betrayer.The guardian had received word from a trusted source that the wizard was bringing the
princess to this abandoned cabin near the top of Cold Hinge Mountain to deliver her to the
overlord. The guardian knew this wizard trusted no one, so he would do the dirty work
himself.The guardian waited, watching the front door, the only way in or out. The cabin was
nothing more than a single room with two small windows. Years of standing in high winds at the
peak of the mountain had taken its toll on the cabin. The floorboards were loose and the walls
were bowed in. The cabin moaned and its ripped curtains flapped nervously in the howling wind.
It was a wonder this place hadn’t been blown over the mountain’s edge long ago.Moonlight
shone through the hole-riddled roof. The guardian stood still in the darkness, exhausted and
sore from battle. Blood trickled from several cuts on his arms and face, and the gash in his side
still burned despite the healing potion he recently drank. He channeled what little energy he
could spare and healed several more wounds to avoid passing out. Then he rested his right
hand upon his sword’s hilt.The sword was a gift from Boullengard, the Ward Wizard of the North.
Boullengard was a grandmaster wizard and the guardian’s dearest friend.On his left hand, the
guardian’s thumb rubbed the ring on his finger. It gave him comfort knowing it was there. The ring
was like an old friend, a friend to whom he owed his life. He had lost count years ago how many
fights and battles the ring aided him, even lead him through, and how many enemies he



defeated because of its powers.He shivered. Not from the chill in the night, but knowing his
choices, or lack thereof, put him in this predicament. He had already lost two of his closest
friends to the enemy this night. Even worse, he had failed as a guardian. The princess was his
sole responsibility. Because he let down his guard and trusted the wrong people, he had to do
the unthinkable; he had to do what was best for the kingdom. The king and queen were going to
hate him, curse the day he became a guardian, but he had to do it. No matter how many times
he ran the recent events through his mind, he could think of no other way to end it. It was risky,
but the kingdom he had called home would surely fall, leaving the land he loved and swore to
protect in the hands of the enemy. If he failed to make the right choice, Magnanthia would be no
more.The winds increased and clouds began blanketing the moonlit sky. A lightning storm was
threatening to emerge over the solemn hilltop. Heavy shadows danced about.The guardian
remained still, watching the door. Eventually he heard a familiar sound, a small, methodical
thunderclap, and it wasn’t from lightning. A passage had opened. The wizard he was waiting for
finally arrived.A gust shook the cabin. The oncoming lightning revealed a hooded figure swaying
awkwardly back and forth. Through one of the cabin’s windows the guardian watched the figure
looking around at his surroundings, pausing here and there, looking for someone, or perhaps
avoiding them. When the hooded figure turned and walked up to the door, it started drizzling.The
guardian drew his sword and readied himself. He would strike without warning. The door slowly
opened. The figure paused, swayed, and then fell to the ground half way into the cabin. It started
to pour. Rain slapped down upon the hooded figure’s boots.The guardian waited a moment
before moving closer. He cautiously looked outside in the storm and then quickly around the
dark cabin. Seeing no one else, he approached the figure. The guardian was confident it was not
the wizard, who was taller than the person lying before him.Ready to thrust the sword into the
hooded cloak, he kicked the hood off of the body. His heart jumped up into his throat and he
gasped for air. Even in the sporadic flashes of lightning he recognized the long, brunette hair of
his princess.He dropped to his knees, turned her over, and held the young woman’s head in his
hand. “Your highness, can you hear me?” he asked. She didn’t respond. Her skin was pale and
marred; her eyes were swollen as if she had been crying. He could barely look at her. Tears
welled up in his eyes. How could this have happened? How did they ever fool him, the guardian
whose sole purpose was to protect her?The guardian was going to check her pulse when he
heard another thunderclap behind him, different from the peals of thunder from the storm. In
one, fluid motion he picked up his sword, jumped to his feet, and swung the blade out into the
rain. The tip of his sword was within a foot of another hooded figure.The figure was lean, tall, and
stood confidently, holding a decorated staff at his side. His voice was equally as confident as his
stance, with just a hint of surprise. “What are you doing here Peter?” asked the wizard.“I should
ask you the same thing,” said Peter, keeping his sword pointed at the cloaked man in front of
him. Peter stood between the wizard and the princess, who remained lying over the cabin’s
threshold. Now that he had the princess he wasn’t letting anything or anyone between them.The
rain was relentless, blowing into Peter’s face. But Peter didn’t blink. He stared into the eyes under



the hood, eyes he had seen and trusted for years, eyes belonging to one of the oldest and most
powerful wizards in Magnanthia. Warwick Darken, one of only a handful of grandmaster wizards,
was the Ward Wizard of the West. He protected the western boarder and managed the affairs in
western Magnanthia for the royal family. Nothing ever happened in the west without Warwick
knowing about it. In the west he was second only to the king, and he was a stern ruler that many
feared. The fear that Peter was feeling, however, was for the princess’s life, not his own.Warwick
took his eyes off of Peter just long enough to glance down at the princess, “She’s badly hurt
Peter,” said Warwick, “Step aside so I can see to her wounds.”“Not a chance!” said Peter,
choking back his tears and moving his sword an inch closer to the wizard.In a controlled, calm
voice Warwick asked, “Why did you bring her here?”The wizard’s question caught Peter by
surprise. “What are you talking about? She arrived with you!”Warwick’s eyes narrowed and his
upper lip curled up like he smelled something rank; Peter recognized this glare. The wizard grew
angry. “Peter, I just arrived, alone. It’s not possible she came with me. Now put down your sword,
guardian.” Warwick’s voice rose above the pouring rain, but he didn’t move a step closer. He just
stood holding his staff, staring.Peter’s head ached. This had to be a trick! “She arrived just
moments before you, through a passage, half dead,” Peter said, keeping his stance and his
advantage on the wizard, “We both know the princess possesses no magic of her own. She
could not have come through the passage without the help of a wizard!” Peter yelled through the
ever-growing thunder.“Or a guardian,” hissed Warwick. “You have the same capabilities as do I to
open passages and portals.”“But I was here before she arrived!”“You two are the only ones here,
Peter! And as you just pointed out, she could not have come through the passage without the
help of a magic-user! ANY magic-user!”Warwick was growing angrier. He was renowned for his
short fuse. Peter considered attacking the wizard before being attacked. It may be his only
chance to buy some time, or even survive.“Guardian, if you do not lower your sword and back
away from the princess you will feel my wrath, one you have witnessed but never experienced!”
The wizard took a step closer to Peter’s blade.Peter’s head hurt. None of this made sense. Why
would Warwick send the princess through a magic passage alone and then come through
another passage?Was he trying to cover his tracks in case Peter made it out of here alive? Then
he could just claim he was trying to save the princess from Peter.Peter stood his ground, “If you
want the princess you’ll have to kill me!”“That,” barked Warwick, “I can do!”Warwick raised his
staff and then froze at the echo of another recognizable thunderclap. This time it came from
within the cabin. Another wizard had just joined them.Peter quickly adjusted his stance so he
was directly over the princess with one foot in the cabin and the other foot in the pouring rain. He
wanted to be able to see both inside and outside the cabin.The arrival of the other wizard
brought Peter mixed emotions. He felt both hope and sorrow. In the center of the cabin stood the
Ward Wizard of the North, Boullengard.Boullengard protected the northern border and watched
over northern Magnanthia for the royal family. He ruled by the book, seeking justice and
order.But Boullengard’s arrival perplexed Peter. How did he know they were here? Was
Boullengard also betraying the king? Had he been with Warwick from the beginning? Or was he



here to protect them from Warwick? Peter’s mind was full of unanswered questions, but he was
running out of time.“Boullengard? What are you doing here?” asked Peter, trying not to sound
defensive, but he could hear the tremor in his own voice.“Boullengard! The guardian is trying to
kill the princess!” snapped Warwick. “He has succumbed to the power of greed like the other
pathetic guardians!”Peter turned a glare on Warwick. How could he say such a thing? “That’s not
true and you know it Warwick!” Peter’s voice trembled. “I know you’re behind the whole thing.
There’s no way the overlord could have gotten as close to the king as he did without inside
help!”The rain and thunder intensified with Peter’s anger. Lightning struck a boulder near the
edge of the cliff sending dust and small pieces of rock down the steep edge into the rolling sea
below. Warwick, still standing outside in the storm, glanced up to the flickering sky and then to
Peter. Peter sensed that Warwick was considering his options.“Put down your sword and step
aside,” said Warwick glancing around. “It’s over, Peter! The queen is dead! The king disbanded
the Order of Guardians! Every member is either dead, or scattered, including your
company.”Peter fought to hold his tears back by embracing his anger.Boullengard finally spoke,
“What are your intentions Peter?” His voice was powerful and sincere.Peter, still glaring at
Warwick, didn’t seem to hear Boullengard.“No need to look for him. He’s dead! Your precious
overlord didn’t put up much of a fight,” Peter mocked bitterly.“The overlord is dead?” asked
Warwick.“Disappointed?” Peter blurted out.“On the contrary. But why take the princess if you
killed the overlord?” inquired Warwick.“Are you taunting me?” An anger Peter hadn’t felt in years
boiled up from deep in his soul. He wanted to scream and thrust the cold steel blade into the
warm blood pumping in Warwick’s wretched heart, but his training and honor wouldn’t allow
it.Then he heard Boullengard calling to him.“Peter … Peter.” The warm, familiar voice sedated
Peter’s anger for a moment. Keeping his sword raised in Warwick’s direction he turned and
looked at Boullengard. He saw compassion and sorrow in the old wizard’s eyes.“Peter. What are
your intentions with Princess Elleanor?” asked Boullengard like a concerned father asking the
whereabouts of his lost child.Peter couldn’t take it. He hurt from the disappointed tone in
Boullengard’s voice and the sad look in his eyes. He didn’t want to hurt Boullengard. He was like
a father to Peter, and had taught him so much. But he knew Boullengard didn’t believe him.
Boullengard didn’t seem threatened by Warwick; instead he focused on Peter, and for good
reason.The only magic-users wizards fear, are guardians. Guardians have the strength and skills
of a master swordsman, are as cunning as a master ranger, and have the magical abilities of
both a master cleric and a master wizard. If other wizards were standing on either side of Peter
at this moment he wouldn’t be so worried. But with not one, but two grandmaster wizards against
him he knew his chances were poor. To make matters worse, he was hurting and very weak from
the recent battle. Time was the only thing he could buy.More tears welled up in Peter’s eyes and
they rolled down his cheeks as he looked at Boullengard. In a quivering whisper Peter answered,
“I’m doing what’s best for her and the kingdom.”“Boullengard,” snapped Warwick, “he’s going to
kill her!”This was it; time had run out. Before it was too late Peter cast a protective shield around
himself and the princess, who lay motionless under his stance. The shield, a transparent blue



orb, deflected the heavy rain that, moments ago, was blowing through the doorway. The bitter
wind could no longer touch Peter and the princess inside the protected barrier.“You see!” yelled
Warwick to Boullengard, “Why would the guardian feel the need to protect himself if he had
nothing to hide?”Peter looked down at the princess. She looked as if she could be in a restful
sleep she was so peaceful. Once a little girl who would beg Peter to give her rides on his back,
giggling as he twirled in circles and she pretended to fly, now she was a young lady who
bloomed into every aspect of beauty.Was he doing the right thing? After all, his sworn duty was
to protect her at all costs. Evil had found its way into the heart of Magnanthia, within the walls of
her home, Castle Kincape. The queen was dead, murdered by hands that once protected her;
corruption was spreading, and the king’s heart had hardened with hatred.Who was going to take
care of her? The princess was like no other he had ever known. He would not allow evil to get its
ugly talons on her, no matter what the cost. He saw no other way.One of these wizards wanted
her dead and would be more than willing to take Peter down in the process. The other wizard
thought him a betrayer. Even his beloved ring wouldn’t be enough to fight his way through two
grandmaster wizards…and protect the princess from harm.Tears full of regret fell from Peter’s
eyes and landed on the princess. He choked back more tears and struggled to take deep
breaths. What he would give to undo the events that lead to this moment.Taking the hilt of his
sword in both hands, Peter raised it high above his head. The blade of the majestic sword
pointed straight down.What followed would be Peter’s last sentient moments. Horrific yells
echoed around him; raging lightning and thunder threatened to tear the heavens wide open
above him. At the same time Peter thrust his sword down, Warwick’s conjured fireball illuminated
the night; he cast the inferno upon Peter.The thin, blue orb absorbed the blunt of the blow, but
dissipated along with the frail cottage door and parts of the threshold. Splinters of wood blew
into the cabin. Peter had sent the sword through the dark cloak the princess wore and six inches
into the earthy floor before the fiery heat from the fireball’s after-effect knocked Peter to the
ground. Grabbing the hilt of the sword, Peter knelt over her. He was convinced it would hold
her.The cold rain gave little comfort to his burned face and hands, but he didn’t give them a
second thought.Warwick gazed at the sword standing erect near the princess’s upper abdomen.
“What have you done?” he shouted, horrified at what he saw.The prevalent flashes of lightning
revealed just their silhouettes. Warwick was still standing outside in the rain with his hood over
his head. Boullengard stood inside the house with a better view of Peter and the princess.Peter
reached down and touched her cheek.“I will do whatever it takes to keep the princess from you
and your monstrous army!” It looked like he was yelling at the princess, for he didn’t take his eyes
off of her.“You are a bigger fool than I thought!” Warwick yelled through the enraged thunder.
“You and all the other guardians have gone mad!” He started conjuring another fireball.“Warwick!
Don’t!” Boullengard protested. He too began conjuring a spell. Green mist began swirling from
his staff and a large green hand protruded from the eerie mist.Boullengard cast his spell before
Warwick could hurl his fireball. The large green hand sailed toward Warwick, passing behind
Peter’s back and leaving a green contrail in its wake. Warwick slung the fireball toward Peter,



sending an inferno toward the cabin. Neither spell reached their targets.In the heat of the
moment both wizards failed to notice that as Peter was touching the princess’s face with one
hand, he was casting a spell above the small crystal ball on his sword’s hilt with his other. The
crystal turned purple before blowing up into thousands of tiny particles and sending a burst of
bright gold energy into the night. Its power broke both wizards’ spells, dissipating the fireball and
the green hand. The impact of the explosion from the tiny crystal blew the remaining doorway,
along with half of the cabin, into wood splinters. Both wizards were blown onto their backs.A
second explosion emanating from the hilt of Peter’s sword sent thousands of brilliant purple and
gold particles, like tiny stars, swirling around Peter and the princess. The small, purple and gold
tornado began to expand, as if to encompass the remains of the cabin and the two wizards. But
then, in a matter of seconds, the twinkling particles imploded for a moment before exploding and
disintegrated the guardian and princess into small particles of glimmering dust.“No!” both
wizards yelled as they watched the glowing dust scatter to the winds. Where the cabin’s doorway
once stood laid a small pile of ashes, which the wind quickly picked up and tossed amidst the
burning chunks of wood and embers hissing in the rain. There was no sign of the princess, Peter,
or his sword.2An Unexpected FriendSomewhere hidden among the rolling hills of the upper-
Midwest, and shadowed by a vast forest of tall, dark pines and lush maple trees lies the quaint,
quiet town of Riverside. Not much happened in this sleepy community unless the locals made it
happen.Today the little town was filled with hustle and bustle. There was excitement and energy
in the air. Some of the old-timers continued their annual grumbling over having too much activity
as residents of Riverside prepared for their annual Fall Festival.There isn’t a better time of year
than autumn to gather around the dining room table with neighbors and friends, sipping roasted
coffee and swapping who-said-what-to-whom, or in the case of adventuresome children,
huddling behind closed doors telling tall tales until the tales grew even taller.During autumn, the
nights grow longer and the weather becomes frigid. As the leaves turned several shades of red
and orange, and the trees prepared to go dormant for another season, the small town of
Riverside was coming to life with the preparations of Fall Festival. But for one local teen, an
event much larger than a small town festival would forever turn his world upside down…or
perhaps throw him into a whole different world altogether.Simon Whittaker was on his way to
choir practice. With Fall Festival just around the corner, the choir director scheduled several
evening rehearsals in addition to the extended after school choir practices. Riverside High
School choir was performing in the Fall Festival opening ceremonies as it has for many years.
Simon left the house right after dinner.“I’ll do dishes tonight since you have to head back to
school,” said his father. He then cracked a grin as he proceeded to toss crumpled napkins and
their paper plates into the empty pizza box.“Great. Thanks Dad,” said Simon rolling his eyes.
Then he chugged the rest of his Coke, picked up his backpack with his choir music in it, and
headed out the front door.No one really understood Simon except his dad. He more than
understood Simon, he accepted him, appreciated him, and loved him. His dad wasn’t at all like
some of the other local fathers who were physically present at the house, but unavailable for



anything outside of sports, fishing, and hunting. No, his dad was always available for him. Maybe
it had something to do with being a single parent. Simon’s mother died when he was a toddler.
Maybe it had something to do with how much they were alike. He and his father both preferred a
quiet afternoon at home, reading a book over going downtown to the who-knows-what-for
celebration of the week in the community center. Ultimately it didn’t matter why. Simon’s dad was
his best friend…and for a while his only friend.A picturesque fall evening, the air was crisp, but
wasn’t cold. Simon left his fall jacket unzipped as he continued toward school. It still felt weird
walking to the high school and not the junior high. He was a freshman now. He was starting to
see himself differently, more as an adult than a kid.That brought on a mix of emotions. He was
eager for the future, but he was also sad and afraid at the same time. All the other kids at school
seemed to be either enjoying childhood, or embracing young adulthood. But Simon felt lost. So
much was changing. On the inside his emotions were more intense, sad was sadder, mad was
madder, and his curiosity about…everything just kept growing. He wanted to know all there was
to know. On the outside…well, that was changing too. He just felt awkward.He paused at the foot
of the cement steps leading up to the main entrance. He looked up at the stern building. High
school, the place where the transition from childhood to adulthood is completed. It’s the last stop
before entering the real world.For a moment he felt a little emotional. Maybe it was just the magic
hour. The sun was just below the horizon, casting a cascade of orange, red, and purple clouds in
the sky. The smell of evening dinners wafted in the air, and the sound of children giggling and
playing came from somewhere in the distance.He took a breath of the cool air and ascended the
steps, wondering how many students took these steps before him, anxiously anticipating their
future. How many others were afraid?Making his way through the quiet hallways of the old
school, Simon couldn’t help feel that the past was watching him. The students looking back at
him in the photos, displayed alongside trophies and ribbons of years gone by, had walked these
halls, touched the dark oak banister as they trotted up and down the stairs, and passed under
the thick, oak archways carrying with them their hopes and dreams. How many of them followed
their dreams? How many never tried? How many of them are still alive to tell?He snapped out of
his nostalgic moment when he heard the harmonic tones of the choir echoing down the
corridors. They must have started warming up already.Mr. Rodenberg, the choir director, glared
over his spectacles at Simon as he struck the notes on the grand piano. He watched Simon as
he found his assigned seat and joined in the warm-up exercises. Mr. Rodenberg looked up at the
clock and then back at Simon with a disgusted expression, pounding the piano keys even
harder. Without looking at the clock, Simon knew he wasn’t more than two minutes late. On the
other hand, Simon knew that he was twelve minutes too late according to Mr. Rodenberg.The
choir director’s wild hair, which Simon always thought made him look like Albert Einstein, along
with his compelling gestures and booming voice, intimidated most students. Mr. Rodenberg was
a perfectionist. He paced in front of the choir, grabbing his hair like a mad scientist when he
couldn’t get what he wanted out of his students, which tended to be most of the time. Although
the choir director was renowned for his musical talents, and praised by the school and



community alike for his grand choir concerts, he seldom was satisfied with the results of his
choirs’ performances. And yet, he always sincerely praised the students for giving it their
best.Simon was hoping he had dodged a bullet after five minutes of nonstop vocal exercises,
especially since the choir director hadn’t looked up from the piano after glaring at him. But when
the final note of their exercises finally trailed off leaving a thick silence, Simon’s face flushed. Still
looking down at the piano’s keys as he stood, the choir director spoke in a controlled, hoarse
tone, as if he were addressing the grand piano itself. “If you are going to be late, for whatEVER
REASON, be it your beloved pet died, or you just don’t find rehearsal to be important enough to
make time in your busy little schedules, then I suggest you don’t come at ALL!” He paused for a
dramatic moment. “Do I make myself clear?”Murmurs from the choir followed.“Yes Sir.”“Yes Mr.
Rodenberg.”“Yes choir director.”A girl in the soprano section turned her head and shot Simon a
look of disapproval followed by a colorful grin, and then rolled her eyes. Simon’s face went from
pink to red. Jessica Wells seemed to wait for moments like these, moments for which she could
needle him. Her long, wavy hair bounced playfully when she flicked her head forward upon
hearing the choir director speak.“Is that going to be okay with YOU Mr. Whittaker?” hissed the
choir director while still looking down at the piano.“Yes Sir,” answered Simon. “I’m really sorry, I
…” but his mouth froze shut when the choir director slowly lifted his head and glared at him.“I
suggest you ALL take out the first piece, ‘Remember.’ It’s time to see who has been practicing
this week and who hasn’t.” Simon was suddenly thankful he and Jessica had practiced several
times together this week, something they have done for several years now.Music was how
Simon and Jessica met, or at least the reason they ended up becoming best friends. They grew
up across the street from one another, so he knew of her and saw her regularly playing outside
in the yard with her friends. Simon was envious of how easily Jessica made friends. He was shy
and went out of his way to keep his distance from others, including her…until one warm
afternoon.* * * * *Simon was nine years old. He was sitting on the steps of his front porch,
watching Jessica’s older brother, Randal Wells, and one of his buddies wrestle in the front yard.
Simon had given up long ago trying to play with Randal. Randal was three years older than
Simon, and made it clear he wanted nothing to do with him. The last time Simon crossed the
street and asked Randal if he could play with him and his friends it didn’t go well.“You’ve got to
be kid’n!” Randal scoffed, looking like he had just bit into something sour.Three of Randal’s
buddies were sitting on the front steps. One of them, a boy with long, greasy hair, and smacking
annoyingly on a wad of gum jumped down next to Randal.“Maybe we should give the shrimp a
chance,” said the boy tossing a football back and forth in his hands. His sarcastic tone made
Simon feel self-conscious and worried.“Hmm. Maybe you got a point Chuck,” Randal replied.
“We were just thinking about playing football. We could use another player,” he said rather
sincerely, perhaps too sincerely. “But you have to try out first. Can you do that?” A toothy smile
covered Randal’s face.“What do you mean?” asked Simon.“Like trying out for a football team,”
Randal explained. “We have to see if you can even catch the ball.”Randal looked at Chuck and
then back to the other boys. “What do you think guys? Should we see if little Simon is up to



it?”“Yeah, let’s do it!” answered the skinniest one.“I say we give him the chance he deserves,”
said Chuck as he handed Randal the football.“Alright. You got one chance,” said Randal. Simon
wasn’t sure, but he thought Randal sneered as he turned facing the length of the yard, holding
the ball like the quarterbacks in the NFL.“Go deep!” Randal shouted.Something wasn’t right, but
like a dog’s initial instinct to run when he hears “fetch,” Simon took off running down the side of
the yard. Randal overthrew it and Simon ran as fast as he could to reach the spiraling football.
He leaped as far as he could with both arms extended.Simon landed hard on his right shoulder,
which knocked the air from his lungs. However, he could feel the ball’s tough leather in his grasp.
He caught it! He couldn’t believe it! Gasping for air, Simon slowly stood up to show Randal.For a
moment he didn’t understand what was going on. The four boys, with Randal in the lead, were
yelling and running full stride at him.“Wait,” Simon managed in a forced whisper between
gasps.Randal didn’t slow down. He lowered his head and wrapped his arms around Simon.
Simon’s feet left the ground as he flew backward. Randal, almost twice Simon’s size, slammed
down atop of him with all his weight, knocking what little air he had out of his lungs.Then one of
the boys yelled, “Dog pile!” and the three of them flopped down upon Randal and Simon.Simon’s
lungs burned and he couldn’t breathe. He wiggled and jostled frantically under the pile of boys
fighting for air…and then it was over. The boys rolled off of him and he was choking on air that
smelled of grass, earth, and pungent body odor.When he could breathe again, Simon sat up.
Randal had retrieved the football and the other three boys were laughing and pointing at
him.Laughing hysterically, Chuck said, “Something tells me…you didn’t make…the team!”“Now
beat it!” Randal barked. He glared at Simon as he slowly stood up.Still trying to control his
breathing, Simon turned and started toward his house. He felt a lump in his burning throat and
hot tears filled his eyes, but he didn’t want to give them the satisfaction. He fought to hold his
tears back as Randal and his buddies chuckled and teased him.“And when I say stay away I
mean it!” Randal shouted. “It’s bad enough I have to see your ugly mug from across the street. I
don’t want it in my yard!”Simon continued walking, his head hanging low. He didn’t turn around
because he didn’t want them to see the tears.“Hey! You hear me?”Something hard hit him in the
back. The pain caused him to reach back, but he lost his balance and fell in the street. Sharp
pain shot up from his knee when he landed on it. He turned to see what, or who, hit him. The
football was rolling awkwardly near his feet.“Nice hit!” yelled one of the other boys.They laughed
as Simon scrambled back into his house. He slammed the front door shut, but he could still hear
the laughing and jeering outside.That was just a few months ago.So there he sat on his front
porch, watching Randal wrestle his buddy to the ground with ease since he outweighed him by
at least twenty-five pounds. He recognized Chuck, the kid gasping for air under Randal. Chuck
was one that had joined in on the football incident. That’s how Simon referred to it, the football
incident. He still felt foolish about it.What Simon didn’t understand was the lack of interest
Randal showed toward him. Randal made it clear he didn’t like him, but he didn’t go out of his
way to track him down and pick on him.Simon witnessed Randal and his buddies on several
occasions make a point of demonstrating their dominance upon some unlucky child minding his



own business. But only when Simon crossed paths with Randal did Randal give him any notice.
It was like Jessica’s older brother was avoiding him.Movement inside the big picture window of
the Wells’ house caught Simon’s attention. Jessica had poked her head through the curtains and
was looking over at Simon’s house. At least he thought she was, or maybe it was something in
his yard or perhaps on the front porch. He looked around on either side of him and saw nothing
of interest. Then he realized it was something on the front porch she was looking at…him.She
wouldn’t take her eyes off him, like she was studying him, trying to draw a conclusion from what
she saw. He was very uncomfortable and resorted to looking down at the sidewalk as if he had
seen something interesting. He studied the cracks and rocks that lie forever frozen in the
cement.When he finally dared a glance at the large window again, the curtains were drawn and
there was no sign of Jessica. It was just Randal and Chuck battling in the front yard. Simon was
both relieved and disappointed.He was just going to get up to see what his father was up to
when the Wells’ front door swung wide open with a bang, making enough noise to stop the two
boys in mid battle. Jessica pranced down the front steps holding something by its handle in the
palm of her fist, looking directly into Simon’s eyes. She walked with as much authority as a nine-
year-old girl can; she seemed determined. Randal turned around and watched his little sister,
but didn’t say anything.She crossed the street with only slight glances to each side checking for
traffic, but didn’t miss a beat as she walked up to the end of the steps where Simon sat wide-
eyed and perplexed. Even though he was three steps above her, Simon couldn’t help but lean
back a little when she extended her arm in a rapid, methodical gesture holding a Creamsicle.
After a period of silence it appeared she wasn’t going to say anything or do anything, but stand
there.Embarrassed, Simon asked, “Is that for me?”She opened her mouth to speak, but thinking
twice about it snapped shut her mouth and instead gave him a half grin and a half role of her
eyes and replied, “Yes,” in an are-you-going-to-take-this-or-not tone.“Umm…thank you,” he
replied. He jumped up like an ant had just bit him and went down to her. They stood facing each
other for another moment before Simon reached for the Creamsicle. Jessica gently handed the
icy treat to him.“I’m Simon.”“I know.”This is the closest Simon had ever been to her. He hadn’t
noticed until now that she had small, faint freckles on her nose and upper cheeks, and dark
brown eyes full of wonder that seemed to be studying him. Her long, sandy blonde hair floated in
the warm breeze.“What’s this for?” asked Simon.“We should be friends,” she said. And
smiled.This must be some practical joke Randal schemed up. But then something happened
that convinced him she was sincere. The look in her eyes went from curiosity to a warm sparkle,
and she said, “I’ll call you soon.” And with that she turned and walked straight back to her
house.Randal had been watching them the whole time. He looked disgusted. He began to say
something to her as she walked up to their house, but Jessica stopped, gave her brother a stern
look and said something that shut him up. Randal looked confused and a little concerned as
Jessica went into the house without looking back. Simon stood holding the Creamsicle when
Randal shot him a glance. Was it frustration, or apprehension in his eyes?A couple of days had
passed since Simon received the unexpected treat from an unsuspecting neighbor. He was in



his bedroom watching the rain. The day seemed determined to keep the sun away…far away.
But Simon didn’t mind. He had just finished reading a story and was daydreaming about it. There
was nothing like a fantastic adventure found within the pages of a book. Real life was full of
routines and void of close friends, so he spent a lot of time thinking about how life could be. He
was almost in a trance from the rain tapping at the window and watching it fall like tears down the
windowpane when his father’s voice came from a distant place.“Simon!” his father yelled from
downstairs. “Telephone!”“Coming!” Simon couldn’t remember the last time he received a phone
call. He ran out of his bedroom and down the stairs with his newly found energy.His father was
waiting for him at the bottom of the stairs holding the cordless phone in one hand and cupping
the receiver in the other.“It’s for you, son,” he said with a warm smile.Who could it be? Simon
wondered. He was so excited he forgot to ask his dad who it was.“Hello?” he said tentatively.“Hi
Simon,” came a tender voice on the other end. “This is Jessica.”Her voice was synonymous with
her brown eyes, sweet and determined.He was searching in his jumbled mind what to say to her,
but all he came up with was a simple, “Hi.”“Would you like to come over and bake cookies with
my mom and me?” she asked. “Your dad told my mom it’s okay with him if it’s okay with you.”He
wasn’t sure what to say. He was nervous and excited. His initial thought was to think of an
excuse not to go. But before he could come up with the perfect reason, or any reason, she
quickly added, “I would really like to see you.”She was so sincere he couldn’t say no.“Sure,” he
said.“Great! How does three o’clock sound?”“Okay.” He felt compelled to say something,
actually anything that was more than one word long. But he was in a floating silence that just
hovered. His ears suddenly felt hot and the phone started sticking to his ear from sweat.Jessica
broke the silence, “See you soon then?” she asked.“Uh…yeah,” he said.As soon as she hung up
Simon couldn’t put the phone down quick enough. He sighed with relief and then looked at his
father, who must have been standing there during the entire conversation.“You have fifty minutes
to get ready,” his father said tapping his watch and smiling…still. Simon must have looked
worried because his father paused, sat down on the steps, and gestured to Simon to take a seat
next to him. “It’s okay to be a little nervous,” his father said. “You’ve been hanging around the
house a lot lately. I think this will do you some good to get out, make a few friends.”What did he
mean a few friends? Was he referring to Randal too? Randal! He had forgotten about him. This
was a big mistake! Randal will kill him if he sets foot in that house! He wanted to tell his father
about his encounter with Randal, but didn’t know how. Perhaps he should cancel. He couldn’t tell
his dad he was feeling sick. Then he thought of a good excuse. “Dad. She’s a girl,” he said. “What
will everyone think?”“First of all,” his father asked, “who is everyone?”“Everyone at school.”
Simon felt sheepish after he said it. He didn’t even sound convincing to himself. He was sure his
dad wasn’t going to buy it.“Second, since when do you hold what everyone else thinks in high
regard?” asked his father.Simon couldn’t answer that, at least truthfully. He just shrugged his
shoulders. His father knew him well…sometimes too well.“We can’t live our lives trying to please
everyone,” his father said in a low and caring tone. “We can only do the best we can for those we
love, including ourselves.” His dad gave him a little nudge and said, “But you already knew



that.”Simon felt even more sheepish because his father was right…again.His father put his arm
around Simon. “How about some helpful advice?” He said rhetorically. “Don’t overstay your
welcome. If they don’t invite you to stay for dinner come home by five-thirty,” he said. “If they
invite you to stay for dinner, don’t ask what they’re having. Tell them that would be nice, and then
ask to use their phone to call me.”I might have to stay for dinner? Simon thought.He began
feeling more nervous and might actually become sick.His father must have sensed his
discomfort. He gently rubbed Simon’s shoulder. “I tell you what son, if they ask you to stay for
dinner and you’re uncomfortable with it, ask to use their phone to call and ask me. I’ll tell you I
would like you to come home. On the other hand, if you would like to stay you can tell them I
already gave you permission to stay, if you’re asked.” His dad pulled him in tight. “How does that
sound?”It was actually a pretty good plan. “Okay,” he said taking in a deep breath.“All right then.
Now go get ready.” His dad stood up. “I have a book with my name on it. I’ll be here if you need
me.” He turned and headed toward the study.“Thanks Dad.”His dad looked back and winked
before disappearing into the study.At three o’clock it was time to go. It took Simon a whole five
minutes to get ready, so he poked around his bedroom waiting for three o’clock, for what
seemed to be all afternoon. He even straightened out his junk drawer, desperate to pass the
time and help him not think about Randal and what might happen when he saw Simon in his
house. There was no mistaking that if Randal didn’t want Simon in his yard, he definitely did not
want him in his house. On top of that, Simon was also a little reluctant about making friends with
a girl. After all, how much could they have in common? The girls at school seemed to talk a lot
and play games that weren’t appealing, like hopscotch and tag, which was nothing more than
running around chasing each other.With a sigh he realized he didn’t spend much time with the
boys at school either. Many of them played baseball or soccer, neither of which he was good at,
or was even interested in. He tried, but he couldn’t kick a soccer ball straight to save his life and
as for baseball, he was so afraid of getting pelted in the face with the ball that he couldn’t “keep
his eye on the ball” as he was told to do so many times.After giving up on sports he tried hanging
around the tech-heads, or computer jocks as they liked to be called. The videogames they
talked about sounded fun, but that’s all they wanted to do. Simon didn’t mind playing for three to
five hours a week, but when he got together with them they spent that amount of time gaming in
a day.His father made it clear that sitting around watching television or staring at a videogame
day after day would do the mind an injustice and that it was best to exercise his imagination and
feed his mind with knowledge. Instead, he encouraged Simon to spend more time on
conventional activities, like reading, building models, or playing board games, which the two of
them often did together.This wasn’t what bothered Simon. What bothered him was the feeling he
was missing out on something. It wasn’t soccer, baseball, videogames, or even television. In
fact, he found the things he and his father did together more exciting than what the majority of
kids his age were doing.It was something else. Somewhere deep in an unexplored crevice of his
spirit there was a tug. Often it was subtle. But at times it shook his entire being. In those
moments he knew, without a doubt, there was something he was supposed to be doing. But



what was it? He needed to know.Simon eventually accepted the reality that he wasn’t going to fit
in with everyone else; he would have to find things to do on his own. And that is precisely what
Simon had been doing for a long while, spending time alone. Until now.There was no sign of
Randal outside, but Simon cautiously approached the house. The rain had become a slight
drizzle; the air was cool and damp. Simon felt he was doing something forbidden stepping onto
Randal’s front porch. He was expecting Randal to jump out of nowhere and drag him off, never
to be seen again.He stood at their front door. The beveled glass refracted the light from within.
The sound of soft, tranquil piano music gave purpose to the gray, melancholy afternoon. A
melody played from the keys of a piano accompanied a delicate, yet trained voice that sang in
perfect harmony with the piano notes.Realizing he probably looked stupid gazing at their front
door, he rang the doorbell. The music stopped in mid-chord and within a few moments Jessica
was standing in the doorway.“Hi Simon,” she said. She seemed pleased to see him. “I have to
finish my voice lesson, but I will only be a minute. You’re welcome to come in and listen.”Jessica
had a formal presence about her that he hadn’t seen before, or at least noticed anyway. And he
was thankful she was nothing like her brother. Her kindness and sincerity instantly put Simon at
ease.Jessica led Simon into a formal, yet cozy room, a black, shiny grand piano at its center.
Jessica’s mother, Mrs. Wells, was sitting on the piano bench.“It’s good to see you Simon,” said
her mother. “We’ll wrap this lesson up and get going on those cookies.”A wonderfully sweet and
lemony aroma wafted through the already comfortable room. And when Simon took a seat in the
nearest chair, he was not surprised to find it was very comfortable. Simon wondered how such a
warm and well-mannered household could be home to a loud and unpleasant bully like Randal.“I
thought I would heat up the stove by baking a lemon poppy-seed cake. Do you like lemon-
flavored desserts?” Mrs. Wells asked.“I love them!”“Good, because I’ll be icing it with lemon
frosting soon.” Simon could see where Jessica inherited her kind and sincere smile.Mrs. Wells
paused for a moment. She seemed to be admiring him. Simon could feel he was blushing. Mrs.
Wells turned around on the piano bench, cued Jessica, and began playing their rehearsed
song.The sound was beautiful. Both piano and singer seemed to be one. Simon couldn’t believe
it was Jessica singing. He had seen her often at school, outside her house, and around the
neighborhood, but she had always seemed like just another girl. But as he sat and listened while
the music engulfed him, she suddenly seemed like a completely different person. She, in no way,
seemed ordinary. She sang with poise and confidence. She had a well-trained voice. As her
voice drifted off and the final note hung in the air, Simon found himself wanting to hear
more.“Thanks for waiting,” said Jessica. “How about those cookies?”Simon was speechless. He
just nodded and followed her and her mother into the kitchen, which was as unique as it was
amazing. It was the epitome of a kitchen from a medieval castle. Stepping into the room was like
stepping back in time. Mrs. Wells took the lemon poppy-seed cake out of the oven.The baking
supplies were already laid out on large timber counter tops beneath a hanging rack filled with
large brass pots, pans, and kettles. This was the coolest kitchen Simon had ever seen.Amidst
the scent of the lemon cake, the loving guidance from mother to daughter as they prepared the



ingredients together, and the light patter of cold raindrops against the window, Simon felt a pinch
of sadness.Is this what he had been missing out on all these years without a mother? His father
never told Simon what caused her death, but he did tell him she had passed away shortly after
he was born. Simon was only a few months old when he lost his mother. He never had the
opportunity to create memories with her. He never had moments like these to spend time with
her, baking treats or making a meal together. He had a sudden desire to know more about his
mom. He was sure they would have enjoyed baking cookies together on a cool, rainy
day.“Simon?” Jessica was standing in front of him looking concerned. He didn’t notice when she
walked over to him. “Are you alright?” she asked gently.“Umm…yeah,” said Simon a little choked
up. He was embarrassed to look her in the eyes. Then she reached out and took hold of his
hand, and just like that his sadness melted away. She led him to the counter and paused to smile
at him, still holding his hand. Without saying a word he knew she was telling him, “You’re in good
hands.”They spent the remainder of the afternoon baking cookies, telling jokes, and listening to
Mrs. Wells tell some interesting stories about a faraway land. They even sang a couple of songs,
although Jessica and her mom did most of the singing.They invited Simon to stay for dinner. Not
wanting this day to end, Simon quickly blurted out that his father already told him he could stay.It
was just the three of them having dinner. Jessica’s father, Dr. Wells, was out on business and
Randal was staying at a friend’s house. That was okay with Simon. He didn’t tell them how glad
he was that Randal wasn’t home.As they ate cookies and waited for the homemade pizza to
finish baking in the stone hearth oven, Simon mustered up the courage and asked, “Mrs. Wells,
could you teach me how to sing like that?”“Of course I can,” she said. And after taking another
bite of her cookie said, “It will be an honor.”From that day on Simon and Jessica were best
friends.* * * * *Mr. Rodenberg dismissed the choir and then retired to his office mumbling
something about needing more time to practice. Jessica shook her head as she walked up to
Simon. “Are you trying to make things hard on us all?” she asked playfully. “You know how much
he hates it when people are late, especially one of his star students,” she mocked. But Simon
knew there was truth to that, even though she was equally coveted by the choir director as he
was.From the first day Simon and Jessica auditioned together to join the choir, Mr. Rodenberg
knew he had not one, but two gems. By the end of their duet, “The Music of the Night,” Mr.
Rodenberg had an open smile from ear to ear and gave them a standing ovation, followed by
everyone else in the room. Both of them were immediately assigned lead chair in their sections.
Jessica was lead soprano and Simon was lead tenor. So out of character was his reaction that to
this day the only ones who believe it are the students who were in the choir room when it
happened.“You really should go and say something to him,” Jessica said gesturing to Mr.
Rodenberg’s office. Simon knew she was right. She always seemed to be right. He tapped on Mr.
Rodenberg’s office door. Even though it was open he didn’t step in.“Come in,” Mr. Rodenberg
replied from behind his desk. He didn’t look up from the sheet music he was studying. He also
didn’t sound angry like he had just moments ago in class. He simply sounded tired.“Hi,” said
Simon as he slowly approached Mr. Rodenberg’s desk, “Can I have a word?”“You may have as



many as you like,” he replied still focusing on the music.“I just wanted to apologize for coming in
late,” said Simon.There was such a long pause Simon didn’t know if Mr. Rodenberg heard him.
He just kept looking at the music. Simon looked back at Jessica, who was standing just outside
the office door, and shrugged his shoulders. She gestured back, sweeping her fingers in the air
to say, “Keep going.”“Sir,” said Simon.“Go on,” said Mr. Rodenberg into the sheet music.“Go on?”
Simon asked.“Go on. Say your apology.”Simon was confused. Didn’t he just say it?“Oh…” it
occurred to him what Mr. Rodenberg meant. “I’m really sorry for coming in late. Forgive me?”Mr.
Rodenberg finally looked up at Simon. For a moment Simon thought, this is it. I’m going to
receive a lecture now on common courtesy and responsibility. But instead Mr. Rodenberg
smirked and said, “Yes Simon, you’re forgiven.”Simon was relieved. “Okay. See you later, sir.”Mr.
Rodenberg looked back down at the music. “Simon.”“Yes?”“Great music comes from the heart,”
he peered at Simon over his reading glasses. “You have a great voice…don’t ever lose it.” And
he returned to his work.3Strangers in RiversideSimon and Jessica left Riverside High as quickly
as they could. Most days they stayed after choir practice to visit with Mr. Rodenberg. But he was
a little more moody than usual, and Jessica was anxious to get downtown to The Village Corner
Café. During lunch a rumor started floating around, and by the time the last bell dismissed
school for the weekend, the gossip had spread like wildfire. There was no way of knowing what
was true and what was hearsay, and Jessica wanted to find out what was going on. The Village
Corner Café was a great place to start. After that, Simon and Jessica were going to a
movie.Their footsteps echoed in the empty halls as they raced to their lockers. Simon ran as fast
as he could, his sneakers squeaking every time he rounded a corner. But it was no surprise
when Jessica reached the school’s main doors before he did. Somehow she always beat him
when they were racing.Twilight had come and gone and the stars had taken to the sky while they
were in choir rehearsal. It was warmer than normal for this time of year. It almost felt like a cool
summer’s night. As they made their way down the street Simon noticed something. It wasn’t
something he saw, but rather something he felt. The air was electric.His heart beat faster as they
neared downtown. Jessica must have felt the same thing because Simon had to pick up the
pace to keep up with her.The Village Corner Café was Riverside’s most popular hangout any
night of the week. It was well known for its fresh baked pies and towering milkshakes; people
from all around the county frequented the small diner. It was also the best place to go for the
latest news and gossip. From the county sheriff to the mayor of Riverside, anyone who was
someone swung through the old café on the corner of Main Street and Center Avenue.As they
crossed the street to the café, Simon’s stomach growled from the aroma of greasy burgers hot
on the grill. Apparently the pizza he had earlier wasn’t enough.Sara Nygard was near the café’s
entrance with two others, waiting for Simon and Jessica. Sara was thin with long dark hair. And
even though she was shorter than average, she stood tall. Simon had a crush on her in seventh
grade, but never told anyone. As he got to know her he learned that her father had left Sara and
her mother when she was only five, and her mother had been spending every day since then
taking it out on Sara. Despite her rough upbringing, Sara had a kind heart and loved life. She



also had a wholesome laugh. She was easy to spot because she had a favorite denim jacket she
wore every chance she could. Simon enjoyed making her laugh because it was so genuine. Her
laugh was the reason for his crush.Sara was talking with Brian Laney and Scott Lundeen. Simon
didn’t know much about Brian, other than he was the envy of every other boy in school. His good
looks and charm made him popular with the girls, and he was so innocent about his popularity
that as much as his peers would love to hate him, he was easy to like. Brian’s father was the
principal of Riverside High.Scott was just a big teddy bear…that could bite. He had always been
the biggest in the class with a soft sense of humor. He joked around a lot, but at his own
expense. He didn’t like to see people get their feelings hurt. Simon saw Scott take on three
juniors one time because they were teasing a freshman, Francis Carlson, who had a bad stutter.
Scott was so worked up it took three men to restrain him until he calmed down. That was two
years ago when Scott was in seventh grade. Ever since then other kids tended to watch their P’s
and Q’s around Scott. No one had ever dared to mention, or even acknowledge, Francis
Carlson’s stutter since.Sara, Brian, and Scott had been friends with Jessica since preschool.
Simon got to know them over the years because of Jessica, but he wasn’t close to them. He felt
like the outsider since the four of them had been friends for so long.“Where have you two been?”
asked Sara impatiently as soon as she saw them.“We had choir rehearsal tonight,” said Jessica.
“We got here as soon as we could!”“Well, you’ve been missing out,” said Sara.“On what?” asked
Jessica.“Someone moved into the mansion on Tuttle Point,” said Sara as if this was the most
shocking news of the decade.“That’s it?” asked Simon. “Someone moved into the mansion?”
Simon had been excited all afternoon ever since he heard the gossip about something big going
on. This was a let-down. “Is it someone famous?” he asked hopefully.“No. It’s no one famous,”
said Sara, “But you’re missing the point. These people moved in overnight. The mansion has
been vacant now for how many years?”Although it was a rhetorical question, Scott blurted out,
“Twelve!”“Thanks Scott,” said Sara kindly under her breath, and continued, “And then, just
overnight, an entire entourage appeared.”“What do you mean, appeared?” asked Jessica. She
seemed concerned.“I mean…no one has set foot in that place for years. The township put in a
proposal to buy the place, but the Tuttle family refused to sell for any price. They insisted the land
and the manor be left alone. And now, just like that,” Sara snapped her fingers, “someone moved
in under the cover of darkness and no one knows who they are. The only thing anyone has seen
all day are trucks coming and going from Tuttle Point…like those,” she said and pointed at two
oncoming trucks.Two shiny, jet-black eighteen-wheelers, trimmed with dark blue sidelights,
pulled up to the four-way stop at the intersection just outside the doors to The Village Corner
Café. Their dark, tinted windows fit well with the semis’ ominous sleek and high tech design.
Simon was waiting for them to suddenly transform into a humanoid robot and launch into outer
space.“They’re unmarked,” said Brian more to himself than the group.“That’s what I noticed,” said
Sara. “Not one mark on ‘em.”One in front of the other, the two semis turned onto Main Street and
disappeared into the night.“How do you know the township wanted to buy the mansion?” asked
Jessica.“My mom was on the committee that put the proposal together,” said Sara. They all



looked at her with dumbfounded expressions. “What…I listen,” she said, embarrassed. “I
remember my mom having a fit about it at the time. She was telling someone over the phone she
thought the Tuttle family was being selfish and stubborn for no reason.”Suddenly the wind picked
up, bringing with it a surprisingly bitter chill. The tall pine trees down the road started swaying.
Simon zipped up his jacket.“Maybe we should go inside,” said Scott flicking his head toward the
café.But Brian hesitated. “I may know who they are.”Sara turned and almost bumped into Simon.
“What!” she said. “Why didn’t you say something earlier?”“It just dawned on me,” said Brian in
deep thought.“You think it could be that Jak kid?” asked Scott.Brian shot a glare at Scott, who
was oblivious to what he did wrong. “Yeah…but I wasn’t supposed to tell anyone,” said Brian
aggravatingly.“Come on,” said Jessica and Sara at the same time, “We won’t say anything.”Sara
was giving Brian her you-can’t-resist-me smile. Simon was a little jealous; he had wanted to be at
the receiving end of that smile before, but he was too afraid to ask her out.“Okay” said Brian, “but
you can’t tell anyone.”Brian hesitated for a moment. Then he looked at Simon.Simon put his
hands up in the air like Brian was pointing an invisible pistol at him. “I won’t say thing,” he said.
“Promise!”As Brian began to speak they all huddled to keep warm and to make sure no one
overheard.“My father received a call the other night. At first I thought it was just a parent asking
questions about our school and town, you know, someone looking at moving into the area. But
then my dad got really quiet and signaled me to leave the room. I did, but I stayed within earshot.
Whoever was on the other line did most of the talking because my dad didn’t say much. I got the
gist of the phone call afterward when he spoke to my mom.“Get this,” said Brian and leaned into
the center of their circle. “The guy told my dad he wants the teachers to come teach his nephew
at a private facility until their replacements arrive, his private tutors. No one is to ask his nephew
any questions about his family, his past, or even their home. This guy is going to pay the
teachers triple their salary as long as they are teaching his nephew, but made it clear that if they
violate any of his rules they will be terminated on the spot and released immediately.”“How do
you know it was a guy?” asked Jessica.“Because I heard my dad refer to him as Mr. Jakobsin.
He even spelled out their name, J-A-K-O-B-S-I-N, because it sounds like ‘Jacobson,’ but he
wanted my dad to ‘know the family name properly,’” said Brian.“Where do the teachers have to
go?” asked Sara.“That’s the weird part. He wouldn’t tell my dad. He told him he would call him at
home and let him know when the time was right,” said Brian. “I could tell my dad was
uncomfortable with the whole conversation.”“Has he called back?” asked Sara buttoning her top
button on her jean jacket and putting up the collar.“Not that I know of.”“That is rather bizarre,”
said Jessica.“Bizarre is only the beginning,” said Brian. “I didn’t find out what the first name of Mr.
Jakobsin is, heck, my dad probably doesn’t even know, but my dad did get the name of his
nephew.” Everyone was silent for a moment. Somewhere in the distance a dog barked. “Jak. Jak
Jakobsin,” he said, “J-A-K, instead of J-A-C-K.”Sara asked, “Why is the spelling of his name so
important?”“I don’t know,” said Brian, brushing away the question, “but for some reason he was
adamant that my father get their name right. But that’s not what’s so bizarre. I did a little online
research…you won’t believe what I found. Someone wrote a poem about Jak. It says he’s the



most evil creature on earth, or anywhere else for that matter, and that there is no way he has a
soul. It was crazy.”Jessica dived into her backpack.“What are you doing?” asked Brian.Jessica
retrieved her smart phone and rapidly poked the screen with excitement.“I’m looking up this
poem you’re talking about. I want to see it,” replied Jessica as she navigated the
Internet.Jessica’s parents had recently given her a smart phone for doing so well in school; she
was short by a single A- from obtaining a perfect 4.0. Simon wanted one, but his father believed
cell phones were another way to be consumed into the busy lifestyle many families are trapped
in. He appreciated his father’s old-fashioned ways most of the time, but this was different. Simon
didn’t feel like he was missing out on video games, cable television, or even computer pads.
Reading books and going to the movie theater was enough for him. But everyone had a smart
phone. He felt out of the loop not having one, not even a “stupid” phone.“Found it!” exclaimed
Jessica as if she had just found the lost treasure of the Knights Templar. She began reading
something from the little screen to herself.Sara was almost beside herself. “Well…read it
aloud!”“It’s more of a riddle than a poem,” said Jessica still staring into her phone. Her face was
aglow. Jessica loved a good mystery; she had a knack for figuring things out. “OK! Listen to this,”
she said. She read,“In the eye of the storm lies the reasonWaiting amidst turmoil, despair, and
treason.Unattainable and unforgivable it’ll remainStained in his father’s blood and forever
insane.He’s the most vile creature in our world, or beyond,His secret – at the bottom of Sin’s
pond.He either has no soul or it has fellTo the darkest depths of the worst imaginable hell.”She
read the last three words slowly.“But it doesn’t mention his name anywhere,” said Sara.“Oh…I
forgot,” Jessica cleared her throat. “It’s titled ‘Jak Jakob’sin’.”Sensing an ominous presence,
Simon looked over his shoulder. The night had grown cold. The others must have sensed the
same thing because they all looked out into the night and spoke not a word.Scott broke the
silence. “How do we know that’s the Jak Jakobsin that moved here?”“Because how many J-A-K
J-A-K-O-B-S-I-Ns do you know?” said Brian caustically.“Scott has a point,” said Sara. “How do
we know it’s not about a Jak Jakob… and his sin?” No one answered. “And besides, it’s probably
fictitious,” she said unconvincingly.“Hey guys, let’s go inside and discuss this,” Simon suggested.
He noticed Jessica was starting to shiver, and like the air, the atmosphere had become chilly.
Everyone agreed and started toward the café’s entrance, but Sara paused and said quietly,
“Wait! Look at that!”They were stunned. A shiny, jet-black Rolls Royce limousine rolled slowly
through the stop sign at the intersection and without a sound rolled to a stop next to them. The
Rolls Royce shared the same ominous ambiance as the semis that passed moments ago; it had
dark tinted windows and a dark blue glow around and under it. Sitting motionless and silent it
looked more like a prowler waiting for its prey. Even the headlights were a piercing blue, casting
foreboding shadows along the street.The engine was so quiet Simon didn’t know if it was still
idling. The car showed no sign of life hidden behind its tinted windows. No movement and no
sound, until…someone screamed. Dulled and muffled behind the black glass, it was still intense.
The car didn’t shake or jostle as if someone were trying to get out; it just sat there, still.Jessica
grabbed Simon’s wrist. The screaming didn’t stop. It grew louder, more agonizing. Then, just as



abruptly as it had started, the screaming stopped.Simon took a step toward the car, but Jessica
kept her grip on his wrist.He looked at her and whispered, “It’s okay. I’m just gonna see if they’re
alright.”Jessica looked reluctant, but then let him go. Simon stepped onto the road. He came
within ten feet of the majestic Rolls Royce before it took off like a phantom into the night, toward
Tuttle Point.Simon, still standing in the middle of the road, turned and looked back at Jessica,
Sara, Brian, and Scott; they looked as baffled as he felt.“That was nothing short of weird and
freaky,” said Brian, “and not necessarily in that order. Let’s get our butts into the café!” Brian
wasn’t one to scare easily, but Simon could tell he wasn’t joking around.Simon paused in the
doorway and looked back toward Tuttle Point. He could barely see the distant pine trees
shivering in the chilly night air. It had become dark so quickly. And Simon couldn’t help feel that
the darkness itself was trying to push him into the warmth and brightness of The Village Corner
Café.They tucked into a corner booth. Very little was said beyond trivial comments about what to
order. It wasn’t until their food came that the talking picked up. Munching on burgers and fries,
and slurping on malts they rehashed the encounter with the Rolls Royce, the information they
saw on the Internet, and some of the gossip they heard during school about the Jakobsin family.
Simon took the gossip with a grain of salt.At one point Brian called the sheriff’s office from his
cell phone after the group agreed it was the best thing to do. However, Sara’s suspicion that
there wasn’t anything the local law enforcement could or would do was confirmed when Deputy
Brady politely explained to Brian that they can’t go around arresting people regardless of how
weird or freaky the sounds coming from their vehicle may be. “Unless you saw something
suggesting someone’s in danger, there’s nothing we can do son,” said the deputy. That ended
that.By the time they each polished off their piece of pie, except Scott, who had two pieces
because he couldn’t decide between apple and pecan, they concluded there was nothing they
could do for now. Jessica was the only one who wanted to go to Tuttle Point to see if they could
meet the family, but no one else wanted to go. Tuttle Point was on a peninsula so there was only
one way in and one way out, which meant to get to the mansion they would either have to obtain
the Jakobsin’s permission or trespass. Neither option seemed like a good idea. Especially since
the Jakobsins didn’t seem to want anyone coming around.Eventually Jessica conceded. So after
Scott finished licking all the pie crumbs from his plate, and Sara stopped laughing at the site of
Scott’s face covered in pie crumbs, they left.Simon and Jessica headed toward the movie
theater. Simon loved going there. Since he didn’t have cable television, the theater was Simon’s
second home. He loved watching movies as much as he enjoyed getting lost in a good book. He
craved adventure, but he wasn’t quick to search for it unless it was on the pages of a storybook
or between the credits of a movie. Usually Jessica was as excited as Simon about going to a
good movie, but she seemed preoccupied with her own thoughts.He was going to ask her if she
wanted to cancel the movie, but he didn’t want her to say yes. So, he took a different approach.
“You seem fascinated with the Jakobsins,” he said.“Not fascinated, just curious,” she said.“Why?”
he asked. “They seem to be just another quirky family that just wants to be left alone.”“But that’s
just it,” said Jessica, “They don’t seem to be just another family. There’s something…off about



them…. Something isn’t right.”“You don’t even know them. What makes you think something isn’t
right about them?” asked Simon.Jessica thought about it. “It’s just a feeling I get, that’s all.”Simon
wanted to ask her what kind of feeling she gets, but it was obvious she didn’t want to talk about it
anymore when she quickly changed the subject.“I don’t want to miss the previews,” she said.
“Want to split a popcorn?” she asked as they entered the theater. She didn’t have to ask him
twice. Popcorn always makes a movie more enjoyable.About twenty minutes into the movie
something odd happened. The double doors at the back of the theater burst open with a loud
thud and then someone slammed them several times against the wall.Simon and Jessica, along
with half of the theater, turned around to see what the commotion was about.“Stupid, cheap
doors!” A teenage boy was madly kicking the doors until they stuck open. This resulted in a wide
ray of light stemming down the center aisle. He was cradling a very large bucket of popcorn in
one arm while holding a large pop.“This sucks! I’ve missed the beginning!” said the stranger
loudly as if he were the only person in the theater. He seemed oblivious to the glaring onlookers
as he made his way toward the center of the theater, making racket and cursing the ones he was
stepping over to get to a seat.“Move it fat stuff,” the stranger said aloud to a large boy who
couldn’t have been more than ten years old.“OUCH! That was my toe,” a girl cried out.“Don’t
start bawl’n!” said the stranger.“Cool it kid!” a guy a few rows up snapped.“Yeah, yeah,” said the
stranger plopping into an empty seat.“Jerk!” someone yelled.Simon got a good look at the
boisterous stranger who had taken a seat four rows back from him. He looked a few years older,
but it was difficult to tell because his disheveled, dark hair covered part of his face. He was lanky
and looked disgusted as he slumped down into the chair. He looked more annoyed than
everyone else.Jessica leaned in to Simon. “Can you believe that guy?” she whispered.Simon
shook his head.Simon soon lost himself in the movie again and forgot about the earlier
disruption. However, the movie’s engrossing plot was disrupted again and again. Simon was
pulled back to reality several different times as the stranger roared with laughter long after the
funny scenes were over.Moviegoers protested openly when the stranger roared with phony
laughter during more serious scenes and shouted obscenities at the screen every time the villain
failed to overcome the hero.Several people left the theater, but the stranger took no notice of
them. He shoveled handfuls of popcorn into his mouth and yelled at the movie screen, spraying
popcorn on the irritated moviegoers in front of him.“That’s not real! He couldn’t do that!” he
yelled followed by more menacing comments and phony laughing.The more the people in the
theater became disgruntled, the louder and more vexing the stranger became. Soon their insults
and gestures toward the stranger became hostile, and a few people even started arguing with
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PlaceThe guardian knew what he had to do. He had trained and prepared for moments like
these. He had spent months trying to identify and reveal the rogue wizard, a madman with no
scruples. Bad luck had kept him a step behind…until now. Now he was a full step ahead of the
betrayer.The guardian had received word from a trusted source that the wizard was bringing the
princess to this abandoned cabin near the top of Cold Hinge Mountain to deliver her to the
overlord. The guardian knew this wizard trusted no one, so he would do the dirty work
himself.The guardian waited, watching the front door, the only way in or out. The cabin was
nothing more than a single room with two small windows. Years of standing in high winds at the
peak of the mountain had taken its toll on the cabin. The floorboards were loose and the walls
were bowed in. The cabin moaned and its ripped curtains flapped nervously in the howling wind.



It was a wonder this place hadn’t been blown over the mountain’s edge long ago.Moonlight
shone through the hole-riddled roof. The guardian stood still in the darkness, exhausted and
sore from battle. Blood trickled from several cuts on his arms and face, and the gash in his side
still burned despite the healing potion he recently drank. He channeled what little energy he
could spare and healed several more wounds to avoid passing out. Then he rested his right
hand upon his sword’s hilt.The sword was a gift from Boullengard, the Ward Wizard of the North.
Boullengard was a grandmaster wizard and the guardian’s dearest friend.On his left hand, the
guardian’s thumb rubbed the ring on his finger. It gave him comfort knowing it was there. The ring
was like an old friend, a friend to whom he owed his life. He had lost count years ago how many
fights and battles the ring aided him, even lead him through, and how many enemies he
defeated because of its powers.He shivered. Not from the chill in the night, but knowing his
choices, or lack thereof, put him in this predicament. He had already lost two of his closest
friends to the enemy this night. Even worse, he had failed as a guardian. The princess was his
sole responsibility. Because he let down his guard and trusted the wrong people, he had to do
the unthinkable; he had to do what was best for the kingdom. The king and queen were going to
hate him, curse the day he became a guardian, but he had to do it. No matter how many times
he ran the recent events through his mind, he could think of no other way to end it. It was risky,
but the kingdom he had called home would surely fall, leaving the land he loved and swore to
protect in the hands of the enemy. If he failed to make the right choice, Magnanthia would be no
more.The winds increased and clouds began blanketing the moonlit sky. A lightning storm was
threatening to emerge over the solemn hilltop. Heavy shadows danced about.The guardian
remained still, watching the door. Eventually he heard a familiar sound, a small, methodical
thunderclap, and it wasn’t from lightning. A passage had opened. The wizard he was waiting for
finally arrived.A gust shook the cabin. The oncoming lightning revealed a hooded figure swaying
awkwardly back and forth. Through one of the cabin’s windows the guardian watched the figure
looking around at his surroundings, pausing here and there, looking for someone, or perhaps
avoiding them. When the hooded figure turned and walked up to the door, it started drizzling.The
guardian drew his sword and readied himself. He would strike without warning. The door slowly
opened. The figure paused, swayed, and then fell to the ground half way into the cabin. It started
to pour. Rain slapped down upon the hooded figure’s boots.The guardian waited a moment
before moving closer. He cautiously looked outside in the storm and then quickly around the
dark cabin. Seeing no one else, he approached the figure. The guardian was confident it was not
the wizard, who was taller than the person lying before him.Ready to thrust the sword into the
hooded cloak, he kicked the hood off of the body. His heart jumped up into his throat and he
gasped for air. Even in the sporadic flashes of lightning he recognized the long, brunette hair of
his princess.He dropped to his knees, turned her over, and held the young woman’s head in his
hand. “Your highness, can you hear me?” he asked. She didn’t respond. Her skin was pale and
marred; her eyes were swollen as if she had been crying. He could barely look at her. Tears
welled up in his eyes. How could this have happened? How did they ever fool him, the guardian



whose sole purpose was to protect her?The guardian was going to check her pulse when he
heard another thunderclap behind him, different from the peals of thunder from the storm. In
one, fluid motion he picked up his sword, jumped to his feet, and swung the blade out into the
rain. The tip of his sword was within a foot of another hooded figure.The figure was lean, tall, and
stood confidently, holding a decorated staff at his side. His voice was equally as confident as his
stance, with just a hint of surprise. “What are you doing here Peter?” asked the wizard.“I should
ask you the same thing,” said Peter, keeping his sword pointed at the cloaked man in front of
him. Peter stood between the wizard and the princess, who remained lying over the cabin’s
threshold. Now that he had the princess he wasn’t letting anything or anyone between them.The
rain was relentless, blowing into Peter’s face. But Peter didn’t blink. He stared into the eyes under
the hood, eyes he had seen and trusted for years, eyes belonging to one of the oldest and most
powerful wizards in Magnanthia. Warwick Darken, one of only a handful of grandmaster wizards,
was the Ward Wizard of the West. He protected the western boarder and managed the affairs in
western Magnanthia for the royal family. Nothing ever happened in the west without Warwick
knowing about it. In the west he was second only to the king, and he was a stern ruler that many
feared. The fear that Peter was feeling, however, was for the princess’s life, not his own.Warwick
took his eyes off of Peter just long enough to glance down at the princess, “She’s badly hurt
Peter,” said Warwick, “Step aside so I can see to her wounds.”“Not a chance!” said Peter,
choking back his tears and moving his sword an inch closer to the wizard.In a controlled, calm
voice Warwick asked, “Why did you bring her here?”The wizard’s question caught Peter by
surprise. “What are you talking about? She arrived with you!”Warwick’s eyes narrowed and his
upper lip curled up like he smelled something rank; Peter recognized this glare. The wizard grew
angry. “Peter, I just arrived, alone. It’s not possible she came with me. Now put down your sword,
guardian.” Warwick’s voice rose above the pouring rain, but he didn’t move a step closer. He just
stood holding his staff, staring.Peter’s head ached. This had to be a trick! “She arrived just
moments before you, through a passage, half dead,” Peter said, keeping his stance and his
advantage on the wizard, “We both know the princess possesses no magic of her own. She
could not have come through the passage without the help of a wizard!” Peter yelled through the
ever-growing thunder.“Or a guardian,” hissed Warwick. “You have the same capabilities as do I to
open passages and portals.”“But I was here before she arrived!”“You two are the only ones here,
Peter! And as you just pointed out, she could not have come through the passage without the
help of a magic-user! ANY magic-user!”Warwick was growing angrier. He was renowned for his
short fuse. Peter considered attacking the wizard before being attacked. It may be his only
chance to buy some time, or even survive.“Guardian, if you do not lower your sword and back
away from the princess you will feel my wrath, one you have witnessed but never experienced!”
The wizard took a step closer to Peter’s blade.Peter’s head hurt. None of this made sense. Why
would Warwick send the princess through a magic passage alone and then come through
another passage?Was he trying to cover his tracks in case Peter made it out of here alive? Then
he could just claim he was trying to save the princess from Peter.Peter stood his ground, “If you



want the princess you’ll have to kill me!”“That,” barked Warwick, “I can do!”Warwick raised his
staff and then froze at the echo of another recognizable thunderclap. This time it came from
within the cabin. Another wizard had just joined them.Peter quickly adjusted his stance so he
was directly over the princess with one foot in the cabin and the other foot in the pouring rain. He
wanted to be able to see both inside and outside the cabin.The arrival of the other wizard
brought Peter mixed emotions. He felt both hope and sorrow. In the center of the cabin stood the
Ward Wizard of the North, Boullengard.Boullengard protected the northern border and watched
over northern Magnanthia for the royal family. He ruled by the book, seeking justice and
order.But Boullengard’s arrival perplexed Peter. How did he know they were here? Was
Boullengard also betraying the king? Had he been with Warwick from the beginning? Or was he
here to protect them from Warwick? Peter’s mind was full of unanswered questions, but he was
running out of time.“Boullengard? What are you doing here?” asked Peter, trying not to sound
defensive, but he could hear the tremor in his own voice.“Boullengard! The guardian is trying to
kill the princess!” snapped Warwick. “He has succumbed to the power of greed like the other
pathetic guardians!”Peter turned a glare on Warwick. How could he say such a thing? “That’s not
true and you know it Warwick!” Peter’s voice trembled. “I know you’re behind the whole thing.
There’s no way the overlord could have gotten as close to the king as he did without inside
help!”The rain and thunder intensified with Peter’s anger. Lightning struck a boulder near the
edge of the cliff sending dust and small pieces of rock down the steep edge into the rolling sea
below. Warwick, still standing outside in the storm, glanced up to the flickering sky and then to
Peter. Peter sensed that Warwick was considering his options.“Put down your sword and step
aside,” said Warwick glancing around. “It’s over, Peter! The queen is dead! The king disbanded
the Order of Guardians! Every member is either dead, or scattered, including your
company.”Peter fought to hold his tears back by embracing his anger.Boullengard finally spoke,
“What are your intentions Peter?” His voice was powerful and sincere.Peter, still glaring at
Warwick, didn’t seem to hear Boullengard.“No need to look for him. He’s dead! Your precious
overlord didn’t put up much of a fight,” Peter mocked bitterly.“The overlord is dead?” asked
Warwick.“Disappointed?” Peter blurted out.“On the contrary. But why take the princess if you
killed the overlord?” inquired Warwick.“Are you taunting me?” An anger Peter hadn’t felt in years
boiled up from deep in his soul. He wanted to scream and thrust the cold steel blade into the
warm blood pumping in Warwick’s wretched heart, but his training and honor wouldn’t allow
it.Then he heard Boullengard calling to him.“Peter … Peter.” The warm, familiar voice sedated
Peter’s anger for a moment. Keeping his sword raised in Warwick’s direction he turned and
looked at Boullengard. He saw compassion and sorrow in the old wizard’s eyes.“Peter. What are
your intentions with Princess Elleanor?” asked Boullengard like a concerned father asking the
whereabouts of his lost child.Peter couldn’t take it. He hurt from the disappointed tone in
Boullengard’s voice and the sad look in his eyes. He didn’t want to hurt Boullengard. He was like
a father to Peter, and had taught him so much. But he knew Boullengard didn’t believe him.
Boullengard didn’t seem threatened by Warwick; instead he focused on Peter, and for good



reason.The only magic-users wizards fear, are guardians. Guardians have the strength and skills
of a master swordsman, are as cunning as a master ranger, and have the magical abilities of
both a master cleric and a master wizard. If other wizards were standing on either side of Peter
at this moment he wouldn’t be so worried. But with not one, but two grandmaster wizards against
him he knew his chances were poor. To make matters worse, he was hurting and very weak from
the recent battle. Time was the only thing he could buy.More tears welled up in Peter’s eyes and
they rolled down his cheeks as he looked at Boullengard. In a quivering whisper Peter answered,
“I’m doing what’s best for her and the kingdom.”“Boullengard,” snapped Warwick, “he’s going to
kill her!”This was it; time had run out. Before it was too late Peter cast a protective shield around
himself and the princess, who lay motionless under his stance. The shield, a transparent blue
orb, deflected the heavy rain that, moments ago, was blowing through the doorway. The bitter
wind could no longer touch Peter and the princess inside the protected barrier.“You see!” yelled
Warwick to Boullengard, “Why would the guardian feel the need to protect himself if he had
nothing to hide?”Peter looked down at the princess. She looked as if she could be in a restful
sleep she was so peaceful. Once a little girl who would beg Peter to give her rides on his back,
giggling as he twirled in circles and she pretended to fly, now she was a young lady who
bloomed into every aspect of beauty.Was he doing the right thing? After all, his sworn duty was
to protect her at all costs. Evil had found its way into the heart of Magnanthia, within the walls of
her home, Castle Kincape. The queen was dead, murdered by hands that once protected her;
corruption was spreading, and the king’s heart had hardened with hatred.Who was going to take
care of her? The princess was like no other he had ever known. He would not allow evil to get its
ugly talons on her, no matter what the cost. He saw no other way.One of these wizards wanted
her dead and would be more than willing to take Peter down in the process. The other wizard
thought him a betrayer. Even his beloved ring wouldn’t be enough to fight his way through two
grandmaster wizards…and protect the princess from harm.Tears full of regret fell from Peter’s
eyes and landed on the princess. He choked back more tears and struggled to take deep
breaths. What he would give to undo the events that lead to this moment.Taking the hilt of his
sword in both hands, Peter raised it high above his head. The blade of the majestic sword
pointed straight down.What followed would be Peter’s last sentient moments. Horrific yells
echoed around him; raging lightning and thunder threatened to tear the heavens wide open
above him. At the same time Peter thrust his sword down, Warwick’s conjured fireball illuminated
the night; he cast the inferno upon Peter.The thin, blue orb absorbed the blunt of the blow, but
dissipated along with the frail cottage door and parts of the threshold. Splinters of wood blew
into the cabin. Peter had sent the sword through the dark cloak the princess wore and six inches
into the earthy floor before the fiery heat from the fireball’s after-effect knocked Peter to the
ground. Grabbing the hilt of the sword, Peter knelt over her. He was convinced it would hold
her.The cold rain gave little comfort to his burned face and hands, but he didn’t give them a
second thought.Warwick gazed at the sword standing erect near the princess’s upper abdomen.
“What have you done?” he shouted, horrified at what he saw.The prevalent flashes of lightning



revealed just their silhouettes. Warwick was still standing outside in the rain with his hood over
his head. Boullengard stood inside the house with a better view of Peter and the princess.Peter
reached down and touched her cheek.“I will do whatever it takes to keep the princess from you
and your monstrous army!” It looked like he was yelling at the princess, for he didn’t take his eyes
off of her.“You are a bigger fool than I thought!” Warwick yelled through the enraged thunder.
“You and all the other guardians have gone mad!” He started conjuring another fireball.“Warwick!
Don’t!” Boullengard protested. He too began conjuring a spell. Green mist began swirling from
his staff and a large green hand protruded from the eerie mist.Boullengard cast his spell before
Warwick could hurl his fireball. The large green hand sailed toward Warwick, passing behind
Peter’s back and leaving a green contrail in its wake. Warwick slung the fireball toward Peter,
sending an inferno toward the cabin. Neither spell reached their targets.In the heat of the
moment both wizards failed to notice that as Peter was touching the princess’s face with one
hand, he was casting a spell above the small crystal ball on his sword’s hilt with his other. The
crystal turned purple before blowing up into thousands of tiny particles and sending a burst of
bright gold energy into the night. Its power broke both wizards’ spells, dissipating the fireball and
the green hand. The impact of the explosion from the tiny crystal blew the remaining doorway,
along with half of the cabin, into wood splinters. Both wizards were blown onto their backs.A
second explosion emanating from the hilt of Peter’s sword sent thousands of brilliant purple and
gold particles, like tiny stars, swirling around Peter and the princess. The small, purple and gold
tornado began to expand, as if to encompass the remains of the cabin and the two wizards. But
then, in a matter of seconds, the twinkling particles imploded for a moment before exploding and
disintegrated the guardian and princess into small particles of glimmering dust.“No!” both
wizards yelled as they watched the glowing dust scatter to the winds. Where the cabin’s doorway
once stood laid a small pile of ashes, which the wind quickly picked up and tossed amidst the
burning chunks of wood and embers hissing in the rain. There was no sign of the princess, Peter,
or his sword.1A Lonely PlaceThe guardian knew what he had to do. He had trained and
prepared for moments like these. He had spent months trying to identify and reveal the rogue
wizard, a madman with no scruples. Bad luck had kept him a step behind…until now. Now he
was a full step ahead of the betrayer.The guardian had received word from a trusted source that
the wizard was bringing the princess to this abandoned cabin near the top of Cold Hinge
Mountain to deliver her to the overlord. The guardian knew this wizard trusted no one, so he
would do the dirty work himself.The guardian waited, watching the front door, the only way in or
out. The cabin was nothing more than a single room with two small windows. Years of standing in
high winds at the peak of the mountain had taken its toll on the cabin. The floorboards were
loose and the walls were bowed in. The cabin moaned and its ripped curtains flapped nervously
in the howling wind. It was a wonder this place hadn’t been blown over the mountain’s edge long
ago.Moonlight shone through the hole-riddled roof. The guardian stood still in the darkness,
exhausted and sore from battle. Blood trickled from several cuts on his arms and face, and the
gash in his side still burned despite the healing potion he recently drank. He channeled what



little energy he could spare and healed several more wounds to avoid passing out. Then he
rested his right hand upon his sword’s hilt.The sword was a gift from Boullengard, the Ward
Wizard of the North. Boullengard was a grandmaster wizard and the guardian’s dearest
friend.On his left hand, the guardian’s thumb rubbed the ring on his finger. It gave him comfort
knowing it was there. The ring was like an old friend, a friend to whom he owed his life. He had
lost count years ago how many fights and battles the ring aided him, even lead him through, and
how many enemies he defeated because of its powers.He shivered. Not from the chill in the
night, but knowing his choices, or lack thereof, put him in this predicament. He had already lost
two of his closest friends to the enemy this night. Even worse, he had failed as a guardian. The
princess was his sole responsibility. Because he let down his guard and trusted the wrong
people, he had to do the unthinkable; he had to do what was best for the kingdom. The king and
queen were going to hate him, curse the day he became a guardian, but he had to do it. No
matter how many times he ran the recent events through his mind, he could think of no other way
to end it. It was risky, but the kingdom he had called home would surely fall, leaving the land he
loved and swore to protect in the hands of the enemy. If he failed to make the right choice,
Magnanthia would be no more.The winds increased and clouds began blanketing the moonlit
sky. A lightning storm was threatening to emerge over the solemn hilltop. Heavy shadows
danced about.The guardian remained still, watching the door. Eventually he heard a familiar
sound, a small, methodical thunderclap, and it wasn’t from lightning. A passage had opened.
The wizard he was waiting for finally arrived.A gust shook the cabin. The oncoming lightning
revealed a hooded figure swaying awkwardly back and forth. Through one of the cabin’s
windows the guardian watched the figure looking around at his surroundings, pausing here and
there, looking for someone, or perhaps avoiding them. When the hooded figure turned and
walked up to the door, it started drizzling.The guardian drew his sword and readied himself. He
would strike without warning. The door slowly opened. The figure paused, swayed, and then fell
to the ground half way into the cabin. It started to pour. Rain slapped down upon the hooded
figure’s boots.The guardian waited a moment before moving closer. He cautiously looked
outside in the storm and then quickly around the dark cabin. Seeing no one else, he approached
the figure. The guardian was confident it was not the wizard, who was taller than the person lying
before him.Ready to thrust the sword into the hooded cloak, he kicked the hood off of the body.
His heart jumped up into his throat and he gasped for air. Even in the sporadic flashes of
lightning he recognized the long, brunette hair of his princess.He dropped to his knees, turned
her over, and held the young woman’s head in his hand. “Your highness, can you hear me?” he
asked. She didn’t respond. Her skin was pale and marred; her eyes were swollen as if she had
been crying. He could barely look at her. Tears welled up in his eyes. How could this have
happened? How did they ever fool him, the guardian whose sole purpose was to protect her?
The guardian was going to check her pulse when he heard another thunderclap behind him,
different from the peals of thunder from the storm. In one, fluid motion he picked up his sword,
jumped to his feet, and swung the blade out into the rain. The tip of his sword was within a foot of



another hooded figure.The figure was lean, tall, and stood confidently, holding a decorated staff
at his side. His voice was equally as confident as his stance, with just a hint of surprise. “What
are you doing here Peter?” asked the wizard.“I should ask you the same thing,” said Peter,
keeping his sword pointed at the cloaked man in front of him. Peter stood between the wizard
and the princess, who remained lying over the cabin’s threshold. Now that he had the princess
he wasn’t letting anything or anyone between them.The rain was relentless, blowing into Peter’s
face. But Peter didn’t blink. He stared into the eyes under the hood, eyes he had seen and
trusted for years, eyes belonging to one of the oldest and most powerful wizards in Magnanthia.
Warwick Darken, one of only a handful of grandmaster wizards, was the Ward Wizard of the
West. He protected the western boarder and managed the affairs in western Magnanthia for the
royal family. Nothing ever happened in the west without Warwick knowing about it. In the west he
was second only to the king, and he was a stern ruler that many feared. The fear that Peter was
feeling, however, was for the princess’s life, not his own.Warwick took his eyes off of Peter just
long enough to glance down at the princess, “She’s badly hurt Peter,” said Warwick, “Step aside
so I can see to her wounds.”“Not a chance!” said Peter, choking back his tears and moving his
sword an inch closer to the wizard.In a controlled, calm voice Warwick asked, “Why did you
bring her here?”The wizard’s question caught Peter by surprise. “What are you talking about?
She arrived with you!”Warwick’s eyes narrowed and his upper lip curled up like he smelled
something rank; Peter recognized this glare. The wizard grew angry. “Peter, I just arrived, alone.
It’s not possible she came with me. Now put down your sword, guardian.” Warwick’s voice rose
above the pouring rain, but he didn’t move a step closer. He just stood holding his staff,
staring.Peter’s head ached. This had to be a trick! “She arrived just moments before you,
through a passage, half dead,” Peter said, keeping his stance and his advantage on the wizard,
“We both know the princess possesses no magic of her own. She could not have come through
the passage without the help of a wizard!” Peter yelled through the ever-growing thunder.“Or a
guardian,” hissed Warwick. “You have the same capabilities as do I to open passages and
portals.”“But I was here before she arrived!”“You two are the only ones here, Peter! And as you
just pointed out, she could not have come through the passage without the help of a magic-user!
ANY magic-user!”Warwick was growing angrier. He was renowned for his short fuse. Peter
considered attacking the wizard before being attacked. It may be his only chance to buy some
time, or even survive.“Guardian, if you do not lower your sword and back away from the princess
you will feel my wrath, one you have witnessed but never experienced!” The wizard took a step
closer to Peter’s blade.Peter’s head hurt. None of this made sense. Why would Warwick send
the princess through a magic passage alone and then come through another passage?Was he
trying to cover his tracks in case Peter made it out of here alive? Then he could just claim he was
trying to save the princess from Peter.Peter stood his ground, “If you want the princess you’ll
have to kill me!”“That,” barked Warwick, “I can do!”Warwick raised his staff and then froze at the
echo of another recognizable thunderclap. This time it came from within the cabin. Another
wizard had just joined them.Peter quickly adjusted his stance so he was directly over the



princess with one foot in the cabin and the other foot in the pouring rain. He wanted to be able to
see both inside and outside the cabin.The arrival of the other wizard brought Peter mixed
emotions. He felt both hope and sorrow. In the center of the cabin stood the Ward Wizard of the
North, Boullengard.Boullengard protected the northern border and watched over northern
Magnanthia for the royal family. He ruled by the book, seeking justice and order.But
Boullengard’s arrival perplexed Peter. How did he know they were here? Was Boullengard also
betraying the king? Had he been with Warwick from the beginning? Or was he here to protect
them from Warwick? Peter’s mind was full of unanswered questions, but he was running out of
time.“Boullengard? What are you doing here?” asked Peter, trying not to sound defensive, but he
could hear the tremor in his own voice.“Boullengard! The guardian is trying to kill the princess!”
snapped Warwick. “He has succumbed to the power of greed like the other pathetic
guardians!”Peter turned a glare on Warwick. How could he say such a thing? “That’s not true and
you know it Warwick!” Peter’s voice trembled. “I know you’re behind the whole thing. There’s no
way the overlord could have gotten as close to the king as he did without inside help!”The rain
and thunder intensified with Peter’s anger. Lightning struck a boulder near the edge of the cliff
sending dust and small pieces of rock down the steep edge into the rolling sea below. Warwick,
still standing outside in the storm, glanced up to the flickering sky and then to Peter. Peter
sensed that Warwick was considering his options.“Put down your sword and step aside,” said
Warwick glancing around. “It’s over, Peter! The queen is dead! The king disbanded the Order of
Guardians! Every member is either dead, or scattered, including your company.”Peter fought to
hold his tears back by embracing his anger.Boullengard finally spoke, “What are your intentions
Peter?” His voice was powerful and sincere.Peter, still glaring at Warwick, didn’t seem to hear
Boullengard.“No need to look for him. He’s dead! Your precious overlord didn’t put up much of a
fight,” Peter mocked bitterly.“The overlord is dead?” asked Warwick.“Disappointed?” Peter
blurted out.“On the contrary. But why take the princess if you killed the overlord?” inquired
Warwick.“Are you taunting me?” An anger Peter hadn’t felt in years boiled up from deep in his
soul. He wanted to scream and thrust the cold steel blade into the warm blood pumping in
Warwick’s wretched heart, but his training and honor wouldn’t allow it.Then he heard
Boullengard calling to him.“Peter … Peter.” The warm, familiar voice sedated Peter’s anger for a
moment. Keeping his sword raised in Warwick’s direction he turned and looked at Boullengard.
He saw compassion and sorrow in the old wizard’s eyes.“Peter. What are your intentions with
Princess Elleanor?” asked Boullengard like a concerned father asking the whereabouts of his
lost child.Peter couldn’t take it. He hurt from the disappointed tone in Boullengard’s voice and
the sad look in his eyes. He didn’t want to hurt Boullengard. He was like a father to Peter, and
had taught him so much. But he knew Boullengard didn’t believe him. Boullengard didn’t seem
threatened by Warwick; instead he focused on Peter, and for good reason.The only magic-users
wizards fear, are guardians. Guardians have the strength and skills of a master swordsman, are
as cunning as a master ranger, and have the magical abilities of both a master cleric and a
master wizard. If other wizards were standing on either side of Peter at this moment he wouldn’t



be so worried. But with not one, but two grandmaster wizards against him he knew his chances
were poor. To make matters worse, he was hurting and very weak from the recent battle. Time
was the only thing he could buy.More tears welled up in Peter’s eyes and they rolled down his
cheeks as he looked at Boullengard. In a quivering whisper Peter answered, “I’m doing what’s
best for her and the kingdom.”“Boullengard,” snapped Warwick, “he’s going to kill her!”This was
it; time had run out. Before it was too late Peter cast a protective shield around himself and the
princess, who lay motionless under his stance. The shield, a transparent blue orb, deflected the
heavy rain that, moments ago, was blowing through the doorway. The bitter wind could no longer
touch Peter and the princess inside the protected barrier.“You see!” yelled Warwick to
Boullengard, “Why would the guardian feel the need to protect himself if he had nothing to
hide?”Peter looked down at the princess. She looked as if she could be in a restful sleep she
was so peaceful. Once a little girl who would beg Peter to give her rides on his back, giggling as
he twirled in circles and she pretended to fly, now she was a young lady who bloomed into every
aspect of beauty.Was he doing the right thing? After all, his sworn duty was to protect her at all
costs. Evil had found its way into the heart of Magnanthia, within the walls of her home, Castle
Kincape. The queen was dead, murdered by hands that once protected her; corruption was
spreading, and the king’s heart had hardened with hatred.Who was going to take care of her?
The princess was like no other he had ever known. He would not allow evil to get its ugly talons
on her, no matter what the cost. He saw no other way.One of these wizards wanted her dead and
would be more than willing to take Peter down in the process. The other wizard thought him a
betrayer. Even his beloved ring wouldn’t be enough to fight his way through two grandmaster
wizards…and protect the princess from harm.Tears full of regret fell from Peter’s eyes and
landed on the princess. He choked back more tears and struggled to take deep breaths. What
he would give to undo the events that lead to this moment.Taking the hilt of his sword in both
hands, Peter raised it high above his head. The blade of the majestic sword pointed straight
down.What followed would be Peter’s last sentient moments. Horrific yells echoed around him;
raging lightning and thunder threatened to tear the heavens wide open above him. At the same
time Peter thrust his sword down, Warwick’s conjured fireball illuminated the night; he cast the
inferno upon Peter.The thin, blue orb absorbed the blunt of the blow, but dissipated along with
the frail cottage door and parts of the threshold. Splinters of wood blew into the cabin. Peter had
sent the sword through the dark cloak the princess wore and six inches into the earthy floor
before the fiery heat from the fireball’s after-effect knocked Peter to the ground. Grabbing the hilt
of the sword, Peter knelt over her. He was convinced it would hold her.The cold rain gave little
comfort to his burned face and hands, but he didn’t give them a second thought.Warwick gazed
at the sword standing erect near the princess’s upper abdomen. “What have you done?” he
shouted, horrified at what he saw.The prevalent flashes of lightning revealed just their
silhouettes. Warwick was still standing outside in the rain with his hood over his head.
Boullengard stood inside the house with a better view of Peter and the princess.Peter reached
down and touched her cheek.“I will do whatever it takes to keep the princess from you and your



monstrous army!” It looked like he was yelling at the princess, for he didn’t take his eyes off of
her.“You are a bigger fool than I thought!” Warwick yelled through the enraged thunder. “You and
all the other guardians have gone mad!” He started conjuring another fireball.“Warwick! Don’t!”
Boullengard protested. He too began conjuring a spell. Green mist began swirling from his staff
and a large green hand protruded from the eerie mist.Boullengard cast his spell before Warwick
could hurl his fireball. The large green hand sailed toward Warwick, passing behind Peter’s back
and leaving a green contrail in its wake. Warwick slung the fireball toward Peter, sending an
inferno toward the cabin. Neither spell reached their targets.In the heat of the moment both
wizards failed to notice that as Peter was touching the princess’s face with one hand, he was
casting a spell above the small crystal ball on his sword’s hilt with his other. The crystal turned
purple before blowing up into thousands of tiny particles and sending a burst of bright gold
energy into the night. Its power broke both wizards’ spells, dissipating the fireball and the green
hand. The impact of the explosion from the tiny crystal blew the remaining doorway, along with
half of the cabin, into wood splinters. Both wizards were blown onto their backs.A second
explosion emanating from the hilt of Peter’s sword sent thousands of brilliant purple and gold
particles, like tiny stars, swirling around Peter and the princess. The small, purple and gold
tornado began to expand, as if to encompass the remains of the cabin and the two wizards. But
then, in a matter of seconds, the twinkling particles imploded for a moment before exploding and
disintegrated the guardian and princess into small particles of glimmering dust.“No!” both
wizards yelled as they watched the glowing dust scatter to the winds. Where the cabin’s doorway
once stood laid a small pile of ashes, which the wind quickly picked up and tossed amidst the
burning chunks of wood and embers hissing in the rain. There was no sign of the princess, Peter,
or his sword.2An Unexpected FriendSomewhere hidden among the rolling hills of the upper-
Midwest, and shadowed by a vast forest of tall, dark pines and lush maple trees lies the quaint,
quiet town of Riverside. Not much happened in this sleepy community unless the locals made it
happen.Today the little town was filled with hustle and bustle. There was excitement and energy
in the air. Some of the old-timers continued their annual grumbling over having too much activity
as residents of Riverside prepared for their annual Fall Festival.There isn’t a better time of year
than autumn to gather around the dining room table with neighbors and friends, sipping roasted
coffee and swapping who-said-what-to-whom, or in the case of adventuresome children,
huddling behind closed doors telling tall tales until the tales grew even taller.During autumn, the
nights grow longer and the weather becomes frigid. As the leaves turned several shades of red
and orange, and the trees prepared to go dormant for another season, the small town of
Riverside was coming to life with the preparations of Fall Festival. But for one local teen, an
event much larger than a small town festival would forever turn his world upside down…or
perhaps throw him into a whole different world altogether.Simon Whittaker was on his way to
choir practice. With Fall Festival just around the corner, the choir director scheduled several
evening rehearsals in addition to the extended after school choir practices. Riverside High
School choir was performing in the Fall Festival opening ceremonies as it has for many years.



Simon left the house right after dinner.“I’ll do dishes tonight since you have to head back to
school,” said his father. He then cracked a grin as he proceeded to toss crumpled napkins and
their paper plates into the empty pizza box.“Great. Thanks Dad,” said Simon rolling his eyes.
Then he chugged the rest of his Coke, picked up his backpack with his choir music in it, and
headed out the front door.No one really understood Simon except his dad. He more than
understood Simon, he accepted him, appreciated him, and loved him. His dad wasn’t at all like
some of the other local fathers who were physically present at the house, but unavailable for
anything outside of sports, fishing, and hunting. No, his dad was always available for him. Maybe
it had something to do with being a single parent. Simon’s mother died when he was a toddler.
Maybe it had something to do with how much they were alike. He and his father both preferred a
quiet afternoon at home, reading a book over going downtown to the who-knows-what-for
celebration of the week in the community center. Ultimately it didn’t matter why. Simon’s dad was
his best friend…and for a while his only friend.A picturesque fall evening, the air was crisp, but
wasn’t cold. Simon left his fall jacket unzipped as he continued toward school. It still felt weird
walking to the high school and not the junior high. He was a freshman now. He was starting to
see himself differently, more as an adult than a kid.That brought on a mix of emotions. He was
eager for the future, but he was also sad and afraid at the same time. All the other kids at school
seemed to be either enjoying childhood, or embracing young adulthood. But Simon felt lost. So
much was changing. On the inside his emotions were more intense, sad was sadder, mad was
madder, and his curiosity about…everything just kept growing. He wanted to know all there was
to know. On the outside…well, that was changing too. He just felt awkward.He paused at the foot
of the cement steps leading up to the main entrance. He looked up at the stern building. High
school, the place where the transition from childhood to adulthood is completed. It’s the last stop
before entering the real world.For a moment he felt a little emotional. Maybe it was just the magic
hour. The sun was just below the horizon, casting a cascade of orange, red, and purple clouds in
the sky. The smell of evening dinners wafted in the air, and the sound of children giggling and
playing came from somewhere in the distance.He took a breath of the cool air and ascended the
steps, wondering how many students took these steps before him, anxiously anticipating their
future. How many others were afraid?Making his way through the quiet hallways of the old
school, Simon couldn’t help feel that the past was watching him. The students looking back at
him in the photos, displayed alongside trophies and ribbons of years gone by, had walked these
halls, touched the dark oak banister as they trotted up and down the stairs, and passed under
the thick, oak archways carrying with them their hopes and dreams. How many of them followed
their dreams? How many never tried? How many of them are still alive to tell?He snapped out of
his nostalgic moment when he heard the harmonic tones of the choir echoing down the
corridors. They must have started warming up already.Mr. Rodenberg, the choir director, glared
over his spectacles at Simon as he struck the notes on the grand piano. He watched Simon as
he found his assigned seat and joined in the warm-up exercises. Mr. Rodenberg looked up at the
clock and then back at Simon with a disgusted expression, pounding the piano keys even



harder. Without looking at the clock, Simon knew he wasn’t more than two minutes late. On the
other hand, Simon knew that he was twelve minutes too late according to Mr. Rodenberg.The
choir director’s wild hair, which Simon always thought made him look like Albert Einstein, along
with his compelling gestures and booming voice, intimidated most students. Mr. Rodenberg was
a perfectionist. He paced in front of the choir, grabbing his hair like a mad scientist when he
couldn’t get what he wanted out of his students, which tended to be most of the time. Although
the choir director was renowned for his musical talents, and praised by the school and
community alike for his grand choir concerts, he seldom was satisfied with the results of his
choirs’ performances. And yet, he always sincerely praised the students for giving it their
best.Simon was hoping he had dodged a bullet after five minutes of nonstop vocal exercises,
especially since the choir director hadn’t looked up from the piano after glaring at him. But when
the final note of their exercises finally trailed off leaving a thick silence, Simon’s face flushed. Still
looking down at the piano’s keys as he stood, the choir director spoke in a controlled, hoarse
tone, as if he were addressing the grand piano itself. “If you are going to be late, for whatEVER
REASON, be it your beloved pet died, or you just don’t find rehearsal to be important enough to
make time in your busy little schedules, then I suggest you don’t come at ALL!” He paused for a
dramatic moment. “Do I make myself clear?”Murmurs from the choir followed.“Yes Sir.”“Yes Mr.
Rodenberg.”“Yes choir director.”A girl in the soprano section turned her head and shot Simon a
look of disapproval followed by a colorful grin, and then rolled her eyes. Simon’s face went from
pink to red. Jessica Wells seemed to wait for moments like these, moments for which she could
needle him. Her long, wavy hair bounced playfully when she flicked her head forward upon
hearing the choir director speak.“Is that going to be okay with YOU Mr. Whittaker?” hissed the
choir director while still looking down at the piano.“Yes Sir,” answered Simon. “I’m really sorry, I
…” but his mouth froze shut when the choir director slowly lifted his head and glared at him.“I
suggest you ALL take out the first piece, ‘Remember.’ It’s time to see who has been practicing
this week and who hasn’t.” Simon was suddenly thankful he and Jessica had practiced several
times together this week, something they have done for several years now.Music was how
Simon and Jessica met, or at least the reason they ended up becoming best friends. They grew
up across the street from one another, so he knew of her and saw her regularly playing outside
in the yard with her friends. Simon was envious of how easily Jessica made friends. He was shy
and went out of his way to keep his distance from others, including her…until one warm
afternoon.* * * * *Simon was nine years old. He was sitting on the steps of his front porch,
watching Jessica’s older brother, Randal Wells, and one of his buddies wrestle in the front yard.
Simon had given up long ago trying to play with Randal. Randal was three years older than
Simon, and made it clear he wanted nothing to do with him. The last time Simon crossed the
street and asked Randal if he could play with him and his friends it didn’t go well.“You’ve got to
be kid’n!” Randal scoffed, looking like he had just bit into something sour.Three of Randal’s
buddies were sitting on the front steps. One of them, a boy with long, greasy hair, and smacking
annoyingly on a wad of gum jumped down next to Randal.“Maybe we should give the shrimp a



chance,” said the boy tossing a football back and forth in his hands. His sarcastic tone made
Simon feel self-conscious and worried.“Hmm. Maybe you got a point Chuck,” Randal replied.
“We were just thinking about playing football. We could use another player,” he said rather
sincerely, perhaps too sincerely. “But you have to try out first. Can you do that?” A toothy smile
covered Randal’s face.“What do you mean?” asked Simon.“Like trying out for a football team,”
Randal explained. “We have to see if you can even catch the ball.”Randal looked at Chuck and
then back to the other boys. “What do you think guys? Should we see if little Simon is up to
it?”“Yeah, let’s do it!” answered the skinniest one.“I say we give him the chance he deserves,”
said Chuck as he handed Randal the football.“Alright. You got one chance,” said Randal. Simon
wasn’t sure, but he thought Randal sneered as he turned facing the length of the yard, holding
the ball like the quarterbacks in the NFL.“Go deep!” Randal shouted.Something wasn’t right, but
like a dog’s initial instinct to run when he hears “fetch,” Simon took off running down the side of
the yard. Randal overthrew it and Simon ran as fast as he could to reach the spiraling football.
He leaped as far as he could with both arms extended.Simon landed hard on his right shoulder,
which knocked the air from his lungs. However, he could feel the ball’s tough leather in his grasp.
He caught it! He couldn’t believe it! Gasping for air, Simon slowly stood up to show Randal.For a
moment he didn’t understand what was going on. The four boys, with Randal in the lead, were
yelling and running full stride at him.“Wait,” Simon managed in a forced whisper between
gasps.Randal didn’t slow down. He lowered his head and wrapped his arms around Simon.
Simon’s feet left the ground as he flew backward. Randal, almost twice Simon’s size, slammed
down atop of him with all his weight, knocking what little air he had out of his lungs.Then one of
the boys yelled, “Dog pile!” and the three of them flopped down upon Randal and Simon.Simon’s
lungs burned and he couldn’t breathe. He wiggled and jostled frantically under the pile of boys
fighting for air…and then it was over. The boys rolled off of him and he was choking on air that
smelled of grass, earth, and pungent body odor.When he could breathe again, Simon sat up.
Randal had retrieved the football and the other three boys were laughing and pointing at
him.Laughing hysterically, Chuck said, “Something tells me…you didn’t make…the team!”“Now
beat it!” Randal barked. He glared at Simon as he slowly stood up.Still trying to control his
breathing, Simon turned and started toward his house. He felt a lump in his burning throat and
hot tears filled his eyes, but he didn’t want to give them the satisfaction. He fought to hold his
tears back as Randal and his buddies chuckled and teased him.“And when I say stay away I
mean it!” Randal shouted. “It’s bad enough I have to see your ugly mug from across the street. I
don’t want it in my yard!”Simon continued walking, his head hanging low. He didn’t turn around
because he didn’t want them to see the tears.“Hey! You hear me?”Something hard hit him in the
back. The pain caused him to reach back, but he lost his balance and fell in the street. Sharp
pain shot up from his knee when he landed on it. He turned to see what, or who, hit him. The
football was rolling awkwardly near his feet.“Nice hit!” yelled one of the other boys.They laughed
as Simon scrambled back into his house. He slammed the front door shut, but he could still hear
the laughing and jeering outside.That was just a few months ago.So there he sat on his front



porch, watching Randal wrestle his buddy to the ground with ease since he outweighed him by
at least twenty-five pounds. He recognized Chuck, the kid gasping for air under Randal. Chuck
was one that had joined in on the football incident. That’s how Simon referred to it, the football
incident. He still felt foolish about it.What Simon didn’t understand was the lack of interest
Randal showed toward him. Randal made it clear he didn’t like him, but he didn’t go out of his
way to track him down and pick on him.Simon witnessed Randal and his buddies on several
occasions make a point of demonstrating their dominance upon some unlucky child minding his
own business. But only when Simon crossed paths with Randal did Randal give him any notice.
It was like Jessica’s older brother was avoiding him.Movement inside the big picture window of
the Wells’ house caught Simon’s attention. Jessica had poked her head through the curtains and
was looking over at Simon’s house. At least he thought she was, or maybe it was something in
his yard or perhaps on the front porch. He looked around on either side of him and saw nothing
of interest. Then he realized it was something on the front porch she was looking at…him.She
wouldn’t take her eyes off him, like she was studying him, trying to draw a conclusion from what
she saw. He was very uncomfortable and resorted to looking down at the sidewalk as if he had
seen something interesting. He studied the cracks and rocks that lie forever frozen in the
cement.When he finally dared a glance at the large window again, the curtains were drawn and
there was no sign of Jessica. It was just Randal and Chuck battling in the front yard. Simon was
both relieved and disappointed.He was just going to get up to see what his father was up to
when the Wells’ front door swung wide open with a bang, making enough noise to stop the two
boys in mid battle. Jessica pranced down the front steps holding something by its handle in the
palm of her fist, looking directly into Simon’s eyes. She walked with as much authority as a nine-
year-old girl can; she seemed determined. Randal turned around and watched his little sister,
but didn’t say anything.She crossed the street with only slight glances to each side checking for
traffic, but didn’t miss a beat as she walked up to the end of the steps where Simon sat wide-
eyed and perplexed. Even though he was three steps above her, Simon couldn’t help but lean
back a little when she extended her arm in a rapid, methodical gesture holding a Creamsicle.
After a period of silence it appeared she wasn’t going to say anything or do anything, but stand
there.Embarrassed, Simon asked, “Is that for me?”She opened her mouth to speak, but thinking
twice about it snapped shut her mouth and instead gave him a half grin and a half role of her
eyes and replied, “Yes,” in an are-you-going-to-take-this-or-not tone.“Umm…thank you,” he
replied. He jumped up like an ant had just bit him and went down to her. They stood facing each
other for another moment before Simon reached for the Creamsicle. Jessica gently handed the
icy treat to him.“I’m Simon.”“I know.”This is the closest Simon had ever been to her. He hadn’t
noticed until now that she had small, faint freckles on her nose and upper cheeks, and dark
brown eyes full of wonder that seemed to be studying him. Her long, sandy blonde hair floated in
the warm breeze.“What’s this for?” asked Simon.“We should be friends,” she said. And
smiled.This must be some practical joke Randal schemed up. But then something happened
that convinced him she was sincere. The look in her eyes went from curiosity to a warm sparkle,



and she said, “I’ll call you soon.” And with that she turned and walked straight back to her
house.Randal had been watching them the whole time. He looked disgusted. He began to say
something to her as she walked up to their house, but Jessica stopped, gave her brother a stern
look and said something that shut him up. Randal looked confused and a little concerned as
Jessica went into the house without looking back. Simon stood holding the Creamsicle when
Randal shot him a glance. Was it frustration, or apprehension in his eyes?A couple of days had
passed since Simon received the unexpected treat from an unsuspecting neighbor. He was in
his bedroom watching the rain. The day seemed determined to keep the sun away…far away.
But Simon didn’t mind. He had just finished reading a story and was daydreaming about it. There
was nothing like a fantastic adventure found within the pages of a book. Real life was full of
routines and void of close friends, so he spent a lot of time thinking about how life could be. He
was almost in a trance from the rain tapping at the window and watching it fall like tears down the
windowpane when his father’s voice came from a distant place.“Simon!” his father yelled from
downstairs. “Telephone!”“Coming!” Simon couldn’t remember the last time he received a phone
call. He ran out of his bedroom and down the stairs with his newly found energy.His father was
waiting for him at the bottom of the stairs holding the cordless phone in one hand and cupping
the receiver in the other.“It’s for you, son,” he said with a warm smile.Who could it be? Simon
wondered. He was so excited he forgot to ask his dad who it was.“Hello?” he said tentatively.“Hi
Simon,” came a tender voice on the other end. “This is Jessica.”Her voice was synonymous with
her brown eyes, sweet and determined.He was searching in his jumbled mind what to say to her,
but all he came up with was a simple, “Hi.”“Would you like to come over and bake cookies with
my mom and me?” she asked. “Your dad told my mom it’s okay with him if it’s okay with you.”He
wasn’t sure what to say. He was nervous and excited. His initial thought was to think of an
excuse not to go. But before he could come up with the perfect reason, or any reason, she
quickly added, “I would really like to see you.”She was so sincere he couldn’t say no.“Sure,” he
said.“Great! How does three o’clock sound?”“Okay.” He felt compelled to say something,
actually anything that was more than one word long. But he was in a floating silence that just
hovered. His ears suddenly felt hot and the phone started sticking to his ear from sweat.Jessica
broke the silence, “See you soon then?” she asked.“Uh…yeah,” he said.As soon as she hung up
Simon couldn’t put the phone down quick enough. He sighed with relief and then looked at his
father, who must have been standing there during the entire conversation.“You have fifty minutes
to get ready,” his father said tapping his watch and smiling…still. Simon must have looked
worried because his father paused, sat down on the steps, and gestured to Simon to take a seat
next to him. “It’s okay to be a little nervous,” his father said. “You’ve been hanging around the
house a lot lately. I think this will do you some good to get out, make a few friends.”What did he
mean a few friends? Was he referring to Randal too? Randal! He had forgotten about him. This
was a big mistake! Randal will kill him if he sets foot in that house! He wanted to tell his father
about his encounter with Randal, but didn’t know how. Perhaps he should cancel. He couldn’t tell
his dad he was feeling sick. Then he thought of a good excuse. “Dad. She’s a girl,” he said. “What



will everyone think?”“First of all,” his father asked, “who is everyone?”“Everyone at school.”
Simon felt sheepish after he said it. He didn’t even sound convincing to himself. He was sure his
dad wasn’t going to buy it.“Second, since when do you hold what everyone else thinks in high
regard?” asked his father.Simon couldn’t answer that, at least truthfully. He just shrugged his
shoulders. His father knew him well…sometimes too well.“We can’t live our lives trying to please
everyone,” his father said in a low and caring tone. “We can only do the best we can for those we
love, including ourselves.” His dad gave him a little nudge and said, “But you already knew
that.”Simon felt even more sheepish because his father was right…again.His father put his arm
around Simon. “How about some helpful advice?” He said rhetorically. “Don’t overstay your
welcome. If they don’t invite you to stay for dinner come home by five-thirty,” he said. “If they
invite you to stay for dinner, don’t ask what they’re having. Tell them that would be nice, and then
ask to use their phone to call me.”I might have to stay for dinner? Simon thought.He began
feeling more nervous and might actually become sick.His father must have sensed his
discomfort. He gently rubbed Simon’s shoulder. “I tell you what son, if they ask you to stay for
dinner and you’re uncomfortable with it, ask to use their phone to call and ask me. I’ll tell you I
would like you to come home. On the other hand, if you would like to stay you can tell them I
already gave you permission to stay, if you’re asked.” His dad pulled him in tight. “How does that
sound?”It was actually a pretty good plan. “Okay,” he said taking in a deep breath.“All right then.
Now go get ready.” His dad stood up. “I have a book with my name on it. I’ll be here if you need
me.” He turned and headed toward the study.“Thanks Dad.”His dad looked back and winked
before disappearing into the study.At three o’clock it was time to go. It took Simon a whole five
minutes to get ready, so he poked around his bedroom waiting for three o’clock, for what
seemed to be all afternoon. He even straightened out his junk drawer, desperate to pass the
time and help him not think about Randal and what might happen when he saw Simon in his
house. There was no mistaking that if Randal didn’t want Simon in his yard, he definitely did not
want him in his house. On top of that, Simon was also a little reluctant about making friends with
a girl. After all, how much could they have in common? The girls at school seemed to talk a lot
and play games that weren’t appealing, like hopscotch and tag, which was nothing more than
running around chasing each other.With a sigh he realized he didn’t spend much time with the
boys at school either. Many of them played baseball or soccer, neither of which he was good at,
or was even interested in. He tried, but he couldn’t kick a soccer ball straight to save his life and
as for baseball, he was so afraid of getting pelted in the face with the ball that he couldn’t “keep
his eye on the ball” as he was told to do so many times.After giving up on sports he tried hanging
around the tech-heads, or computer jocks as they liked to be called. The videogames they
talked about sounded fun, but that’s all they wanted to do. Simon didn’t mind playing for three to
five hours a week, but when he got together with them they spent that amount of time gaming in
a day.His father made it clear that sitting around watching television or staring at a videogame
day after day would do the mind an injustice and that it was best to exercise his imagination and
feed his mind with knowledge. Instead, he encouraged Simon to spend more time on



conventional activities, like reading, building models, or playing board games, which the two of
them often did together.This wasn’t what bothered Simon. What bothered him was the feeling he
was missing out on something. It wasn’t soccer, baseball, videogames, or even television. In
fact, he found the things he and his father did together more exciting than what the majority of
kids his age were doing.It was something else. Somewhere deep in an unexplored crevice of his
spirit there was a tug. Often it was subtle. But at times it shook his entire being. In those
moments he knew, without a doubt, there was something he was supposed to be doing. But
what was it? He needed to know.Simon eventually accepted the reality that he wasn’t going to fit
in with everyone else; he would have to find things to do on his own. And that is precisely what
Simon had been doing for a long while, spending time alone. Until now.There was no sign of
Randal outside, but Simon cautiously approached the house. The rain had become a slight
drizzle; the air was cool and damp. Simon felt he was doing something forbidden stepping onto
Randal’s front porch. He was expecting Randal to jump out of nowhere and drag him off, never
to be seen again.He stood at their front door. The beveled glass refracted the light from within.
The sound of soft, tranquil piano music gave purpose to the gray, melancholy afternoon. A
melody played from the keys of a piano accompanied a delicate, yet trained voice that sang in
perfect harmony with the piano notes.Realizing he probably looked stupid gazing at their front
door, he rang the doorbell. The music stopped in mid-chord and within a few moments Jessica
was standing in the doorway.“Hi Simon,” she said. She seemed pleased to see him. “I have to
finish my voice lesson, but I will only be a minute. You’re welcome to come in and listen.”Jessica
had a formal presence about her that he hadn’t seen before, or at least noticed anyway. And he
was thankful she was nothing like her brother. Her kindness and sincerity instantly put Simon at
ease.Jessica led Simon into a formal, yet cozy room, a black, shiny grand piano at its center.
Jessica’s mother, Mrs. Wells, was sitting on the piano bench.“It’s good to see you Simon,” said
her mother. “We’ll wrap this lesson up and get going on those cookies.”A wonderfully sweet and
lemony aroma wafted through the already comfortable room. And when Simon took a seat in the
nearest chair, he was not surprised to find it was very comfortable. Simon wondered how such a
warm and well-mannered household could be home to a loud and unpleasant bully like Randal.“I
thought I would heat up the stove by baking a lemon poppy-seed cake. Do you like lemon-
flavored desserts?” Mrs. Wells asked.“I love them!”“Good, because I’ll be icing it with lemon
frosting soon.” Simon could see where Jessica inherited her kind and sincere smile.Mrs. Wells
paused for a moment. She seemed to be admiring him. Simon could feel he was blushing. Mrs.
Wells turned around on the piano bench, cued Jessica, and began playing their rehearsed
song.The sound was beautiful. Both piano and singer seemed to be one. Simon couldn’t believe
it was Jessica singing. He had seen her often at school, outside her house, and around the
neighborhood, but she had always seemed like just another girl. But as he sat and listened while
the music engulfed him, she suddenly seemed like a completely different person. She, in no way,
seemed ordinary. She sang with poise and confidence. She had a well-trained voice. As her
voice drifted off and the final note hung in the air, Simon found himself wanting to hear



more.“Thanks for waiting,” said Jessica. “How about those cookies?”Simon was speechless. He
just nodded and followed her and her mother into the kitchen, which was as unique as it was
amazing. It was the epitome of a kitchen from a medieval castle. Stepping into the room was like
stepping back in time. Mrs. Wells took the lemon poppy-seed cake out of the oven.The baking
supplies were already laid out on large timber counter tops beneath a hanging rack filled with
large brass pots, pans, and kettles. This was the coolest kitchen Simon had ever seen.Amidst
the scent of the lemon cake, the loving guidance from mother to daughter as they prepared the
ingredients together, and the light patter of cold raindrops against the window, Simon felt a pinch
of sadness.Is this what he had been missing out on all these years without a mother? His father
never told Simon what caused her death, but he did tell him she had passed away shortly after
he was born. Simon was only a few months old when he lost his mother. He never had the
opportunity to create memories with her. He never had moments like these to spend time with
her, baking treats or making a meal together. He had a sudden desire to know more about his
mom. He was sure they would have enjoyed baking cookies together on a cool, rainy
day.“Simon?” Jessica was standing in front of him looking concerned. He didn’t notice when she
walked over to him. “Are you alright?” she asked gently.“Umm…yeah,” said Simon a little choked
up. He was embarrassed to look her in the eyes. Then she reached out and took hold of his
hand, and just like that his sadness melted away. She led him to the counter and paused to smile
at him, still holding his hand. Without saying a word he knew she was telling him, “You’re in good
hands.”They spent the remainder of the afternoon baking cookies, telling jokes, and listening to
Mrs. Wells tell some interesting stories about a faraway land. They even sang a couple of songs,
although Jessica and her mom did most of the singing.They invited Simon to stay for dinner. Not
wanting this day to end, Simon quickly blurted out that his father already told him he could stay.It
was just the three of them having dinner. Jessica’s father, Dr. Wells, was out on business and
Randal was staying at a friend’s house. That was okay with Simon. He didn’t tell them how glad
he was that Randal wasn’t home.As they ate cookies and waited for the homemade pizza to
finish baking in the stone hearth oven, Simon mustered up the courage and asked, “Mrs. Wells,
could you teach me how to sing like that?”“Of course I can,” she said. And after taking another
bite of her cookie said, “It will be an honor.”From that day on Simon and Jessica were best
friends.* * * * *Mr. Rodenberg dismissed the choir and then retired to his office mumbling
something about needing more time to practice. Jessica shook her head as she walked up to
Simon. “Are you trying to make things hard on us all?” she asked playfully. “You know how much
he hates it when people are late, especially one of his star students,” she mocked. But Simon
knew there was truth to that, even though she was equally coveted by the choir director as he
was.From the first day Simon and Jessica auditioned together to join the choir, Mr. Rodenberg
knew he had not one, but two gems. By the end of their duet, “The Music of the Night,” Mr.
Rodenberg had an open smile from ear to ear and gave them a standing ovation, followed by
everyone else in the room. Both of them were immediately assigned lead chair in their sections.
Jessica was lead soprano and Simon was lead tenor. So out of character was his reaction that to



this day the only ones who believe it are the students who were in the choir room when it
happened.“You really should go and say something to him,” Jessica said gesturing to Mr.
Rodenberg’s office. Simon knew she was right. She always seemed to be right. He tapped on Mr.
Rodenberg’s office door. Even though it was open he didn’t step in.“Come in,” Mr. Rodenberg
replied from behind his desk. He didn’t look up from the sheet music he was studying. He also
didn’t sound angry like he had just moments ago in class. He simply sounded tired.“Hi,” said
Simon as he slowly approached Mr. Rodenberg’s desk, “Can I have a word?”“You may have as
many as you like,” he replied still focusing on the music.“I just wanted to apologize for coming in
late,” said Simon.There was such a long pause Simon didn’t know if Mr. Rodenberg heard him.
He just kept looking at the music. Simon looked back at Jessica, who was standing just outside
the office door, and shrugged his shoulders. She gestured back, sweeping her fingers in the air
to say, “Keep going.”“Sir,” said Simon.“Go on,” said Mr. Rodenberg into the sheet music.“Go on?”
Simon asked.“Go on. Say your apology.”Simon was confused. Didn’t he just say it?“Oh…” it
occurred to him what Mr. Rodenberg meant. “I’m really sorry for coming in late. Forgive me?”Mr.
Rodenberg finally looked up at Simon. For a moment Simon thought, this is it. I’m going to
receive a lecture now on common courtesy and responsibility. But instead Mr. Rodenberg
smirked and said, “Yes Simon, you’re forgiven.”Simon was relieved. “Okay. See you later, sir.”Mr.
Rodenberg looked back down at the music. “Simon.”“Yes?”“Great music comes from the heart,”
he peered at Simon over his reading glasses. “You have a great voice…don’t ever lose it.” And
he returned to his work.2An Unexpected FriendSomewhere hidden among the rolling hills of the
upper-Midwest, and shadowed by a vast forest of tall, dark pines and lush maple trees lies the
quaint, quiet town of Riverside. Not much happened in this sleepy community unless the locals
made it happen.Today the little town was filled with hustle and bustle. There was excitement and
energy in the air. Some of the old-timers continued their annual grumbling over having too much
activity as residents of Riverside prepared for their annual Fall Festival.There isn’t a better time
of year than autumn to gather around the dining room table with neighbors and friends, sipping
roasted coffee and swapping who-said-what-to-whom, or in the case of adventuresome
children, huddling behind closed doors telling tall tales until the tales grew even taller.During
autumn, the nights grow longer and the weather becomes frigid. As the leaves turned several
shades of red and orange, and the trees prepared to go dormant for another season, the small
town of Riverside was coming to life with the preparations of Fall Festival. But for one local teen,
an event much larger than a small town festival would forever turn his world upside down…or
perhaps throw him into a whole different world altogether.Simon Whittaker was on his way to
choir practice. With Fall Festival just around the corner, the choir director scheduled several
evening rehearsals in addition to the extended after school choir practices. Riverside High
School choir was performing in the Fall Festival opening ceremonies as it has for many years.
Simon left the house right after dinner.“I’ll do dishes tonight since you have to head back to
school,” said his father. He then cracked a grin as he proceeded to toss crumpled napkins and
their paper plates into the empty pizza box.“Great. Thanks Dad,” said Simon rolling his eyes.



Then he chugged the rest of his Coke, picked up his backpack with his choir music in it, and
headed out the front door.No one really understood Simon except his dad. He more than
understood Simon, he accepted him, appreciated him, and loved him. His dad wasn’t at all like
some of the other local fathers who were physically present at the house, but unavailable for
anything outside of sports, fishing, and hunting. No, his dad was always available for him. Maybe
it had something to do with being a single parent. Simon’s mother died when he was a toddler.
Maybe it had something to do with how much they were alike. He and his father both preferred a
quiet afternoon at home, reading a book over going downtown to the who-knows-what-for
celebration of the week in the community center. Ultimately it didn’t matter why. Simon’s dad was
his best friend…and for a while his only friend.A picturesque fall evening, the air was crisp, but
wasn’t cold. Simon left his fall jacket unzipped as he continued toward school. It still felt weird
walking to the high school and not the junior high. He was a freshman now. He was starting to
see himself differently, more as an adult than a kid.That brought on a mix of emotions. He was
eager for the future, but he was also sad and afraid at the same time. All the other kids at school
seemed to be either enjoying childhood, or embracing young adulthood. But Simon felt lost. So
much was changing. On the inside his emotions were more intense, sad was sadder, mad was
madder, and his curiosity about…everything just kept growing. He wanted to know all there was
to know. On the outside…well, that was changing too. He just felt awkward.He paused at the foot
of the cement steps leading up to the main entrance. He looked up at the stern building. High
school, the place where the transition from childhood to adulthood is completed. It’s the last stop
before entering the real world.For a moment he felt a little emotional. Maybe it was just the magic
hour. The sun was just below the horizon, casting a cascade of orange, red, and purple clouds in
the sky. The smell of evening dinners wafted in the air, and the sound of children giggling and
playing came from somewhere in the distance.He took a breath of the cool air and ascended the
steps, wondering how many students took these steps before him, anxiously anticipating their
future. How many others were afraid?Making his way through the quiet hallways of the old
school, Simon couldn’t help feel that the past was watching him. The students looking back at
him in the photos, displayed alongside trophies and ribbons of years gone by, had walked these
halls, touched the dark oak banister as they trotted up and down the stairs, and passed under
the thick, oak archways carrying with them their hopes and dreams. How many of them followed
their dreams? How many never tried? How many of them are still alive to tell?He snapped out of
his nostalgic moment when he heard the harmonic tones of the choir echoing down the
corridors. They must have started warming up already.Mr. Rodenberg, the choir director, glared
over his spectacles at Simon as he struck the notes on the grand piano. He watched Simon as
he found his assigned seat and joined in the warm-up exercises. Mr. Rodenberg looked up at the
clock and then back at Simon with a disgusted expression, pounding the piano keys even
harder. Without looking at the clock, Simon knew he wasn’t more than two minutes late. On the
other hand, Simon knew that he was twelve minutes too late according to Mr. Rodenberg.The
choir director’s wild hair, which Simon always thought made him look like Albert Einstein, along



with his compelling gestures and booming voice, intimidated most students. Mr. Rodenberg was
a perfectionist. He paced in front of the choir, grabbing his hair like a mad scientist when he
couldn’t get what he wanted out of his students, which tended to be most of the time. Although
the choir director was renowned for his musical talents, and praised by the school and
community alike for his grand choir concerts, he seldom was satisfied with the results of his
choirs’ performances. And yet, he always sincerely praised the students for giving it their
best.Simon was hoping he had dodged a bullet after five minutes of nonstop vocal exercises,
especially since the choir director hadn’t looked up from the piano after glaring at him. But when
the final note of their exercises finally trailed off leaving a thick silence, Simon’s face flushed. Still
looking down at the piano’s keys as he stood, the choir director spoke in a controlled, hoarse
tone, as if he were addressing the grand piano itself. “If you are going to be late, for whatEVER
REASON, be it your beloved pet died, or you just don’t find rehearsal to be important enough to
make time in your busy little schedules, then I suggest you don’t come at ALL!” He paused for a
dramatic moment. “Do I make myself clear?”Murmurs from the choir followed.“Yes Sir.”“Yes Mr.
Rodenberg.”“Yes choir director.”A girl in the soprano section turned her head and shot Simon a
look of disapproval followed by a colorful grin, and then rolled her eyes. Simon’s face went from
pink to red. Jessica Wells seemed to wait for moments like these, moments for which she could
needle him. Her long, wavy hair bounced playfully when she flicked her head forward upon
hearing the choir director speak.“Is that going to be okay with YOU Mr. Whittaker?” hissed the
choir director while still looking down at the piano.“Yes Sir,” answered Simon. “I’m really sorry, I
…” but his mouth froze shut when the choir director slowly lifted his head and glared at him.“I
suggest you ALL take out the first piece, ‘Remember.’ It’s time to see who has been practicing
this week and who hasn’t.” Simon was suddenly thankful he and Jessica had practiced several
times together this week, something they have done for several years now.Music was how
Simon and Jessica met, or at least the reason they ended up becoming best friends. They grew
up across the street from one another, so he knew of her and saw her regularly playing outside
in the yard with her friends. Simon was envious of how easily Jessica made friends. He was shy
and went out of his way to keep his distance from others, including her…until one warm
afternoon.* * * * *Simon was nine years old. He was sitting on the steps of his front porch,
watching Jessica’s older brother, Randal Wells, and one of his buddies wrestle in the front yard.
Simon had given up long ago trying to play with Randal. Randal was three years older than
Simon, and made it clear he wanted nothing to do with him. The last time Simon crossed the
street and asked Randal if he could play with him and his friends it didn’t go well.“You’ve got to
be kid’n!” Randal scoffed, looking like he had just bit into something sour.Three of Randal’s
buddies were sitting on the front steps. One of them, a boy with long, greasy hair, and smacking
annoyingly on a wad of gum jumped down next to Randal.“Maybe we should give the shrimp a
chance,” said the boy tossing a football back and forth in his hands. His sarcastic tone made
Simon feel self-conscious and worried.“Hmm. Maybe you got a point Chuck,” Randal replied.
“We were just thinking about playing football. We could use another player,” he said rather



sincerely, perhaps too sincerely. “But you have to try out first. Can you do that?” A toothy smile
covered Randal’s face.“What do you mean?” asked Simon.“Like trying out for a football team,”
Randal explained. “We have to see if you can even catch the ball.”Randal looked at Chuck and
then back to the other boys. “What do you think guys? Should we see if little Simon is up to
it?”“Yeah, let’s do it!” answered the skinniest one.“I say we give him the chance he deserves,”
said Chuck as he handed Randal the football.“Alright. You got one chance,” said Randal. Simon
wasn’t sure, but he thought Randal sneered as he turned facing the length of the yard, holding
the ball like the quarterbacks in the NFL.“Go deep!” Randal shouted.Something wasn’t right, but
like a dog’s initial instinct to run when he hears “fetch,” Simon took off running down the side of
the yard. Randal overthrew it and Simon ran as fast as he could to reach the spiraling football.
He leaped as far as he could with both arms extended.Simon landed hard on his right shoulder,
which knocked the air from his lungs. However, he could feel the ball’s tough leather in his grasp.
He caught it! He couldn’t believe it! Gasping for air, Simon slowly stood up to show Randal.For a
moment he didn’t understand what was going on. The four boys, with Randal in the lead, were
yelling and running full stride at him.“Wait,” Simon managed in a forced whisper between
gasps.Randal didn’t slow down. He lowered his head and wrapped his arms around Simon.
Simon’s feet left the ground as he flew backward. Randal, almost twice Simon’s size, slammed
down atop of him with all his weight, knocking what little air he had out of his lungs.Then one of
the boys yelled, “Dog pile!” and the three of them flopped down upon Randal and Simon.Simon’s
lungs burned and he couldn’t breathe. He wiggled and jostled frantically under the pile of boys
fighting for air…and then it was over. The boys rolled off of him and he was choking on air that
smelled of grass, earth, and pungent body odor.When he could breathe again, Simon sat up.
Randal had retrieved the football and the other three boys were laughing and pointing at
him.Laughing hysterically, Chuck said, “Something tells me…you didn’t make…the team!”“Now
beat it!” Randal barked. He glared at Simon as he slowly stood up.Still trying to control his
breathing, Simon turned and started toward his house. He felt a lump in his burning throat and
hot tears filled his eyes, but he didn’t want to give them the satisfaction. He fought to hold his
tears back as Randal and his buddies chuckled and teased him.“And when I say stay away I
mean it!” Randal shouted. “It’s bad enough I have to see your ugly mug from across the street. I
don’t want it in my yard!”Simon continued walking, his head hanging low. He didn’t turn around
because he didn’t want them to see the tears.“Hey! You hear me?”Something hard hit him in the
back. The pain caused him to reach back, but he lost his balance and fell in the street. Sharp
pain shot up from his knee when he landed on it. He turned to see what, or who, hit him. The
football was rolling awkwardly near his feet.“Nice hit!” yelled one of the other boys.They laughed
as Simon scrambled back into his house. He slammed the front door shut, but he could still hear
the laughing and jeering outside.That was just a few months ago.So there he sat on his front
porch, watching Randal wrestle his buddy to the ground with ease since he outweighed him by
at least twenty-five pounds. He recognized Chuck, the kid gasping for air under Randal. Chuck
was one that had joined in on the football incident. That’s how Simon referred to it, the football



incident. He still felt foolish about it.What Simon didn’t understand was the lack of interest
Randal showed toward him. Randal made it clear he didn’t like him, but he didn’t go out of his
way to track him down and pick on him.Simon witnessed Randal and his buddies on several
occasions make a point of demonstrating their dominance upon some unlucky child minding his
own business. But only when Simon crossed paths with Randal did Randal give him any notice.
It was like Jessica’s older brother was avoiding him.Movement inside the big picture window of
the Wells’ house caught Simon’s attention. Jessica had poked her head through the curtains and
was looking over at Simon’s house. At least he thought she was, or maybe it was something in
his yard or perhaps on the front porch. He looked around on either side of him and saw nothing
of interest. Then he realized it was something on the front porch she was looking at…him.She
wouldn’t take her eyes off him, like she was studying him, trying to draw a conclusion from what
she saw. He was very uncomfortable and resorted to looking down at the sidewalk as if he had
seen something interesting. He studied the cracks and rocks that lie forever frozen in the
cement.When he finally dared a glance at the large window again, the curtains were drawn and
there was no sign of Jessica. It was just Randal and Chuck battling in the front yard. Simon was
both relieved and disappointed.He was just going to get up to see what his father was up to
when the Wells’ front door swung wide open with a bang, making enough noise to stop the two
boys in mid battle. Jessica pranced down the front steps holding something by its handle in the
palm of her fist, looking directly into Simon’s eyes. She walked with as much authority as a nine-
year-old girl can; she seemed determined. Randal turned around and watched his little sister,
but didn’t say anything.She crossed the street with only slight glances to each side checking for
traffic, but didn’t miss a beat as she walked up to the end of the steps where Simon sat wide-
eyed and perplexed. Even though he was three steps above her, Simon couldn’t help but lean
back a little when she extended her arm in a rapid, methodical gesture holding a Creamsicle.
After a period of silence it appeared she wasn’t going to say anything or do anything, but stand
there.Embarrassed, Simon asked, “Is that for me?”She opened her mouth to speak, but thinking
twice about it snapped shut her mouth and instead gave him a half grin and a half role of her
eyes and replied, “Yes,” in an are-you-going-to-take-this-or-not tone.“Umm…thank you,” he
replied. He jumped up like an ant had just bit him and went down to her. They stood facing each
other for another moment before Simon reached for the Creamsicle. Jessica gently handed the
icy treat to him.“I’m Simon.”“I know.”This is the closest Simon had ever been to her. He hadn’t
noticed until now that she had small, faint freckles on her nose and upper cheeks, and dark
brown eyes full of wonder that seemed to be studying him. Her long, sandy blonde hair floated in
the warm breeze.“What’s this for?” asked Simon.“We should be friends,” she said. And
smiled.This must be some practical joke Randal schemed up. But then something happened
that convinced him she was sincere. The look in her eyes went from curiosity to a warm sparkle,
and she said, “I’ll call you soon.” And with that she turned and walked straight back to her
house.Randal had been watching them the whole time. He looked disgusted. He began to say
something to her as she walked up to their house, but Jessica stopped, gave her brother a stern



look and said something that shut him up. Randal looked confused and a little concerned as
Jessica went into the house without looking back. Simon stood holding the Creamsicle when
Randal shot him a glance. Was it frustration, or apprehension in his eyes?A couple of days had
passed since Simon received the unexpected treat from an unsuspecting neighbor. He was in
his bedroom watching the rain. The day seemed determined to keep the sun away…far away.
But Simon didn’t mind. He had just finished reading a story and was daydreaming about it. There
was nothing like a fantastic adventure found within the pages of a book. Real life was full of
routines and void of close friends, so he spent a lot of time thinking about how life could be. He
was almost in a trance from the rain tapping at the window and watching it fall like tears down the
windowpane when his father’s voice came from a distant place.“Simon!” his father yelled from
downstairs. “Telephone!”“Coming!” Simon couldn’t remember the last time he received a phone
call. He ran out of his bedroom and down the stairs with his newly found energy.His father was
waiting for him at the bottom of the stairs holding the cordless phone in one hand and cupping
the receiver in the other.“It’s for you, son,” he said with a warm smile.Who could it be? Simon
wondered. He was so excited he forgot to ask his dad who it was.“Hello?” he said tentatively.“Hi
Simon,” came a tender voice on the other end. “This is Jessica.”Her voice was synonymous with
her brown eyes, sweet and determined.He was searching in his jumbled mind what to say to her,
but all he came up with was a simple, “Hi.”“Would you like to come over and bake cookies with
my mom and me?” she asked. “Your dad told my mom it’s okay with him if it’s okay with you.”He
wasn’t sure what to say. He was nervous and excited. His initial thought was to think of an
excuse not to go. But before he could come up with the perfect reason, or any reason, she
quickly added, “I would really like to see you.”She was so sincere he couldn’t say no.“Sure,” he
said.“Great! How does three o’clock sound?”“Okay.” He felt compelled to say something,
actually anything that was more than one word long. But he was in a floating silence that just
hovered. His ears suddenly felt hot and the phone started sticking to his ear from sweat.Jessica
broke the silence, “See you soon then?” she asked.“Uh…yeah,” he said.As soon as she hung up
Simon couldn’t put the phone down quick enough. He sighed with relief and then looked at his
father, who must have been standing there during the entire conversation.“You have fifty minutes
to get ready,” his father said tapping his watch and smiling…still. Simon must have looked
worried because his father paused, sat down on the steps, and gestured to Simon to take a seat
next to him. “It’s okay to be a little nervous,” his father said. “You’ve been hanging around the
house a lot lately. I think this will do you some good to get out, make a few friends.”What did he
mean a few friends? Was he referring to Randal too? Randal! He had forgotten about him. This
was a big mistake! Randal will kill him if he sets foot in that house! He wanted to tell his father
about his encounter with Randal, but didn’t know how. Perhaps he should cancel. He couldn’t tell
his dad he was feeling sick. Then he thought of a good excuse. “Dad. She’s a girl,” he said. “What
will everyone think?”“First of all,” his father asked, “who is everyone?”“Everyone at school.”
Simon felt sheepish after he said it. He didn’t even sound convincing to himself. He was sure his
dad wasn’t going to buy it.“Second, since when do you hold what everyone else thinks in high



regard?” asked his father.Simon couldn’t answer that, at least truthfully. He just shrugged his
shoulders. His father knew him well…sometimes too well.“We can’t live our lives trying to please
everyone,” his father said in a low and caring tone. “We can only do the best we can for those we
love, including ourselves.” His dad gave him a little nudge and said, “But you already knew
that.”Simon felt even more sheepish because his father was right…again.His father put his arm
around Simon. “How about some helpful advice?” He said rhetorically. “Don’t overstay your
welcome. If they don’t invite you to stay for dinner come home by five-thirty,” he said. “If they
invite you to stay for dinner, don’t ask what they’re having. Tell them that would be nice, and then
ask to use their phone to call me.”I might have to stay for dinner? Simon thought.He began
feeling more nervous and might actually become sick.His father must have sensed his
discomfort. He gently rubbed Simon’s shoulder. “I tell you what son, if they ask you to stay for
dinner and you’re uncomfortable with it, ask to use their phone to call and ask me. I’ll tell you I
would like you to come home. On the other hand, if you would like to stay you can tell them I
already gave you permission to stay, if you’re asked.” His dad pulled him in tight. “How does that
sound?”It was actually a pretty good plan. “Okay,” he said taking in a deep breath.“All right then.
Now go get ready.” His dad stood up. “I have a book with my name on it. I’ll be here if you need
me.” He turned and headed toward the study.“Thanks Dad.”His dad looked back and winked
before disappearing into the study.At three o’clock it was time to go. It took Simon a whole five
minutes to get ready, so he poked around his bedroom waiting for three o’clock, for what
seemed to be all afternoon. He even straightened out his junk drawer, desperate to pass the
time and help him not think about Randal and what might happen when he saw Simon in his
house. There was no mistaking that if Randal didn’t want Simon in his yard, he definitely did not
want him in his house. On top of that, Simon was also a little reluctant about making friends with
a girl. After all, how much could they have in common? The girls at school seemed to talk a lot
and play games that weren’t appealing, like hopscotch and tag, which was nothing more than
running around chasing each other.With a sigh he realized he didn’t spend much time with the
boys at school either. Many of them played baseball or soccer, neither of which he was good at,
or was even interested in. He tried, but he couldn’t kick a soccer ball straight to save his life and
as for baseball, he was so afraid of getting pelted in the face with the ball that he couldn’t “keep
his eye on the ball” as he was told to do so many times.After giving up on sports he tried hanging
around the tech-heads, or computer jocks as they liked to be called. The videogames they
talked about sounded fun, but that’s all they wanted to do. Simon didn’t mind playing for three to
five hours a week, but when he got together with them they spent that amount of time gaming in
a day.His father made it clear that sitting around watching television or staring at a videogame
day after day would do the mind an injustice and that it was best to exercise his imagination and
feed his mind with knowledge. Instead, he encouraged Simon to spend more time on
conventional activities, like reading, building models, or playing board games, which the two of
them often did together.This wasn’t what bothered Simon. What bothered him was the feeling he
was missing out on something. It wasn’t soccer, baseball, videogames, or even television. In



fact, he found the things he and his father did together more exciting than what the majority of
kids his age were doing.It was something else. Somewhere deep in an unexplored crevice of his
spirit there was a tug. Often it was subtle. But at times it shook his entire being. In those
moments he knew, without a doubt, there was something he was supposed to be doing. But
what was it? He needed to know.Simon eventually accepted the reality that he wasn’t going to fit
in with everyone else; he would have to find things to do on his own. And that is precisely what
Simon had been doing for a long while, spending time alone. Until now.There was no sign of
Randal outside, but Simon cautiously approached the house. The rain had become a slight
drizzle; the air was cool and damp. Simon felt he was doing something forbidden stepping onto
Randal’s front porch. He was expecting Randal to jump out of nowhere and drag him off, never
to be seen again.He stood at their front door. The beveled glass refracted the light from within.
The sound of soft, tranquil piano music gave purpose to the gray, melancholy afternoon. A
melody played from the keys of a piano accompanied a delicate, yet trained voice that sang in
perfect harmony with the piano notes.Realizing he probably looked stupid gazing at their front
door, he rang the doorbell. The music stopped in mid-chord and within a few moments Jessica
was standing in the doorway.“Hi Simon,” she said. She seemed pleased to see him. “I have to
finish my voice lesson, but I will only be a minute. You’re welcome to come in and listen.”Jessica
had a formal presence about her that he hadn’t seen before, or at least noticed anyway. And he
was thankful she was nothing like her brother. Her kindness and sincerity instantly put Simon at
ease.Jessica led Simon into a formal, yet cozy room, a black, shiny grand piano at its center.
Jessica’s mother, Mrs. Wells, was sitting on the piano bench.“It’s good to see you Simon,” said
her mother. “We’ll wrap this lesson up and get going on those cookies.”A wonderfully sweet and
lemony aroma wafted through the already comfortable room. And when Simon took a seat in the
nearest chair, he was not surprised to find it was very comfortable. Simon wondered how such a
warm and well-mannered household could be home to a loud and unpleasant bully like Randal.“I
thought I would heat up the stove by baking a lemon poppy-seed cake. Do you like lemon-
flavored desserts?” Mrs. Wells asked.“I love them!”“Good, because I’ll be icing it with lemon
frosting soon.” Simon could see where Jessica inherited her kind and sincere smile.Mrs. Wells
paused for a moment. She seemed to be admiring him. Simon could feel he was blushing. Mrs.
Wells turned around on the piano bench, cued Jessica, and began playing their rehearsed
song.The sound was beautiful. Both piano and singer seemed to be one. Simon couldn’t believe
it was Jessica singing. He had seen her often at school, outside her house, and around the
neighborhood, but she had always seemed like just another girl. But as he sat and listened while
the music engulfed him, she suddenly seemed like a completely different person. She, in no way,
seemed ordinary. She sang with poise and confidence. She had a well-trained voice. As her
voice drifted off and the final note hung in the air, Simon found himself wanting to hear
more.“Thanks for waiting,” said Jessica. “How about those cookies?”Simon was speechless. He
just nodded and followed her and her mother into the kitchen, which was as unique as it was
amazing. It was the epitome of a kitchen from a medieval castle. Stepping into the room was like



stepping back in time. Mrs. Wells took the lemon poppy-seed cake out of the oven.The baking
supplies were already laid out on large timber counter tops beneath a hanging rack filled with
large brass pots, pans, and kettles. This was the coolest kitchen Simon had ever seen.Amidst
the scent of the lemon cake, the loving guidance from mother to daughter as they prepared the
ingredients together, and the light patter of cold raindrops against the window, Simon felt a pinch
of sadness.Is this what he had been missing out on all these years without a mother? His father
never told Simon what caused her death, but he did tell him she had passed away shortly after
he was born. Simon was only a few months old when he lost his mother. He never had the
opportunity to create memories with her. He never had moments like these to spend time with
her, baking treats or making a meal together. He had a sudden desire to know more about his
mom. He was sure they would have enjoyed baking cookies together on a cool, rainy
day.“Simon?” Jessica was standing in front of him looking concerned. He didn’t notice when she
walked over to him. “Are you alright?” she asked gently.“Umm…yeah,” said Simon a little choked
up. He was embarrassed to look her in the eyes. Then she reached out and took hold of his
hand, and just like that his sadness melted away. She led him to the counter and paused to smile
at him, still holding his hand. Without saying a word he knew she was telling him, “You’re in good
hands.”They spent the remainder of the afternoon baking cookies, telling jokes, and listening to
Mrs. Wells tell some interesting stories about a faraway land. They even sang a couple of songs,
although Jessica and her mom did most of the singing.They invited Simon to stay for dinner. Not
wanting this day to end, Simon quickly blurted out that his father already told him he could stay.It
was just the three of them having dinner. Jessica’s father, Dr. Wells, was out on business and
Randal was staying at a friend’s house. That was okay with Simon. He didn’t tell them how glad
he was that Randal wasn’t home.As they ate cookies and waited for the homemade pizza to
finish baking in the stone hearth oven, Simon mustered up the courage and asked, “Mrs. Wells,
could you teach me how to sing like that?”“Of course I can,” she said. And after taking another
bite of her cookie said, “It will be an honor.”From that day on Simon and Jessica were best
friends.* * * * *Mr. Rodenberg dismissed the choir and then retired to his office mumbling
something about needing more time to practice. Jessica shook her head as she walked up to
Simon. “Are you trying to make things hard on us all?” she asked playfully. “You know how much
he hates it when people are late, especially one of his star students,” she mocked. But Simon
knew there was truth to that, even though she was equally coveted by the choir director as he
was.From the first day Simon and Jessica auditioned together to join the choir, Mr. Rodenberg
knew he had not one, but two gems. By the end of their duet, “The Music of the Night,” Mr.
Rodenberg had an open smile from ear to ear and gave them a standing ovation, followed by
everyone else in the room. Both of them were immediately assigned lead chair in their sections.
Jessica was lead soprano and Simon was lead tenor. So out of character was his reaction that to
this day the only ones who believe it are the students who were in the choir room when it
happened.“You really should go and say something to him,” Jessica said gesturing to Mr.
Rodenberg’s office. Simon knew she was right. She always seemed to be right. He tapped on Mr.



Rodenberg’s office door. Even though it was open he didn’t step in.“Come in,” Mr. Rodenberg
replied from behind his desk. He didn’t look up from the sheet music he was studying. He also
didn’t sound angry like he had just moments ago in class. He simply sounded tired.“Hi,” said
Simon as he slowly approached Mr. Rodenberg’s desk, “Can I have a word?”“You may have as
many as you like,” he replied still focusing on the music.“I just wanted to apologize for coming in
late,” said Simon.There was such a long pause Simon didn’t know if Mr. Rodenberg heard him.
He just kept looking at the music. Simon looked back at Jessica, who was standing just outside
the office door, and shrugged his shoulders. She gestured back, sweeping her fingers in the air
to say, “Keep going.”“Sir,” said Simon.“Go on,” said Mr. Rodenberg into the sheet music.“Go on?”
Simon asked.“Go on. Say your apology.”Simon was confused. Didn’t he just say it?“Oh…” it
occurred to him what Mr. Rodenberg meant. “I’m really sorry for coming in late. Forgive me?”Mr.
Rodenberg finally looked up at Simon. For a moment Simon thought, this is it. I’m going to
receive a lecture now on common courtesy and responsibility. But instead Mr. Rodenberg
smirked and said, “Yes Simon, you’re forgiven.”Simon was relieved. “Okay. See you later, sir.”Mr.
Rodenberg looked back down at the music. “Simon.”“Yes?”“Great music comes from the heart,”
he peered at Simon over his reading glasses. “You have a great voice…don’t ever lose it.” And
he returned to his work.3Strangers in RiversideSimon and Jessica left Riverside High as quickly
as they could. Most days they stayed after choir practice to visit with Mr. Rodenberg. But he was
a little more moody than usual, and Jessica was anxious to get downtown to The Village Corner
Café. During lunch a rumor started floating around, and by the time the last bell dismissed
school for the weekend, the gossip had spread like wildfire. There was no way of knowing what
was true and what was hearsay, and Jessica wanted to find out what was going on. The Village
Corner Café was a great place to start. After that, Simon and Jessica were going to a
movie.Their footsteps echoed in the empty halls as they raced to their lockers. Simon ran as fast
as he could, his sneakers squeaking every time he rounded a corner. But it was no surprise
when Jessica reached the school’s main doors before he did. Somehow she always beat him
when they were racing.Twilight had come and gone and the stars had taken to the sky while they
were in choir rehearsal. It was warmer than normal for this time of year. It almost felt like a cool
summer’s night. As they made their way down the street Simon noticed something. It wasn’t
something he saw, but rather something he felt. The air was electric.His heart beat faster as they
neared downtown. Jessica must have felt the same thing because Simon had to pick up the
pace to keep up with her.The Village Corner Café was Riverside’s most popular hangout any
night of the week. It was well known for its fresh baked pies and towering milkshakes; people
from all around the county frequented the small diner. It was also the best place to go for the
latest news and gossip. From the county sheriff to the mayor of Riverside, anyone who was
someone swung through the old café on the corner of Main Street and Center Avenue.As they
crossed the street to the café, Simon’s stomach growled from the aroma of greasy burgers hot
on the grill. Apparently the pizza he had earlier wasn’t enough.Sara Nygard was near the café’s
entrance with two others, waiting for Simon and Jessica. Sara was thin with long dark hair. And



even though she was shorter than average, she stood tall. Simon had a crush on her in seventh
grade, but never told anyone. As he got to know her he learned that her father had left Sara and
her mother when she was only five, and her mother had been spending every day since then
taking it out on Sara. Despite her rough upbringing, Sara had a kind heart and loved life. She
also had a wholesome laugh. She was easy to spot because she had a favorite denim jacket she
wore every chance she could. Simon enjoyed making her laugh because it was so genuine. Her
laugh was the reason for his crush.Sara was talking with Brian Laney and Scott Lundeen. Simon
didn’t know much about Brian, other than he was the envy of every other boy in school. His good
looks and charm made him popular with the girls, and he was so innocent about his popularity
that as much as his peers would love to hate him, he was easy to like. Brian’s father was the
principal of Riverside High.Scott was just a big teddy bear…that could bite. He had always been
the biggest in the class with a soft sense of humor. He joked around a lot, but at his own
expense. He didn’t like to see people get their feelings hurt. Simon saw Scott take on three
juniors one time because they were teasing a freshman, Francis Carlson, who had a bad stutter.
Scott was so worked up it took three men to restrain him until he calmed down. That was two
years ago when Scott was in seventh grade. Ever since then other kids tended to watch their P’s
and Q’s around Scott. No one had ever dared to mention, or even acknowledge, Francis
Carlson’s stutter since.Sara, Brian, and Scott had been friends with Jessica since preschool.
Simon got to know them over the years because of Jessica, but he wasn’t close to them. He felt
like the outsider since the four of them had been friends for so long.“Where have you two been?”
asked Sara impatiently as soon as she saw them.“We had choir rehearsal tonight,” said Jessica.
“We got here as soon as we could!”“Well, you’ve been missing out,” said Sara.“On what?” asked
Jessica.“Someone moved into the mansion on Tuttle Point,” said Sara as if this was the most
shocking news of the decade.“That’s it?” asked Simon. “Someone moved into the mansion?”
Simon had been excited all afternoon ever since he heard the gossip about something big going
on. This was a let-down. “Is it someone famous?” he asked hopefully.“No. It’s no one famous,”
said Sara, “But you’re missing the point. These people moved in overnight. The mansion has
been vacant now for how many years?”Although it was a rhetorical question, Scott blurted out,
“Twelve!”“Thanks Scott,” said Sara kindly under her breath, and continued, “And then, just
overnight, an entire entourage appeared.”“What do you mean, appeared?” asked Jessica. She
seemed concerned.“I mean…no one has set foot in that place for years. The township put in a
proposal to buy the place, but the Tuttle family refused to sell for any price. They insisted the land
and the manor be left alone. And now, just like that,” Sara snapped her fingers, “someone moved
in under the cover of darkness and no one knows who they are. The only thing anyone has seen
all day are trucks coming and going from Tuttle Point…like those,” she said and pointed at two
oncoming trucks.Two shiny, jet-black eighteen-wheelers, trimmed with dark blue sidelights,
pulled up to the four-way stop at the intersection just outside the doors to The Village Corner
Café. Their dark, tinted windows fit well with the semis’ ominous sleek and high tech design.
Simon was waiting for them to suddenly transform into a humanoid robot and launch into outer



space.“They’re unmarked,” said Brian more to himself than the group.“That’s what I noticed,” said
Sara. “Not one mark on ‘em.”One in front of the other, the two semis turned onto Main Street and
disappeared into the night.“How do you know the township wanted to buy the mansion?” asked
Jessica.“My mom was on the committee that put the proposal together,” said Sara. They all
looked at her with dumbfounded expressions. “What…I listen,” she said, embarrassed. “I
remember my mom having a fit about it at the time. She was telling someone over the phone she
thought the Tuttle family was being selfish and stubborn for no reason.”Suddenly the wind picked
up, bringing with it a surprisingly bitter chill. The tall pine trees down the road started swaying.
Simon zipped up his jacket.“Maybe we should go inside,” said Scott flicking his head toward the
café.But Brian hesitated. “I may know who they are.”Sara turned and almost bumped into Simon.
“What!” she said. “Why didn’t you say something earlier?”“It just dawned on me,” said Brian in
deep thought.“You think it could be that Jak kid?” asked Scott.Brian shot a glare at Scott, who
was oblivious to what he did wrong. “Yeah…but I wasn’t supposed to tell anyone,” said Brian
aggravatingly.“Come on,” said Jessica and Sara at the same time, “We won’t say anything.”Sara
was giving Brian her you-can’t-resist-me smile. Simon was a little jealous; he had wanted to be at
the receiving end of that smile before, but he was too afraid to ask her out.“Okay” said Brian, “but
you can’t tell anyone.”Brian hesitated for a moment. Then he looked at Simon.Simon put his
hands up in the air like Brian was pointing an invisible pistol at him. “I won’t say thing,” he said.
“Promise!”As Brian began to speak they all huddled to keep warm and to make sure no one
overheard.“My father received a call the other night. At first I thought it was just a parent asking
questions about our school and town, you know, someone looking at moving into the area. But
then my dad got really quiet and signaled me to leave the room. I did, but I stayed within earshot.
Whoever was on the other line did most of the talking because my dad didn’t say much. I got the
gist of the phone call afterward when he spoke to my mom.“Get this,” said Brian and leaned into
the center of their circle. “The guy told my dad he wants the teachers to come teach his nephew
at a private facility until their replacements arrive, his private tutors. No one is to ask his nephew
any questions about his family, his past, or even their home. This guy is going to pay the
teachers triple their salary as long as they are teaching his nephew, but made it clear that if they
violate any of his rules they will be terminated on the spot and released immediately.”“How do
you know it was a guy?” asked Jessica.“Because I heard my dad refer to him as Mr. Jakobsin.
He even spelled out their name, J-A-K-O-B-S-I-N, because it sounds like ‘Jacobson,’ but he
wanted my dad to ‘know the family name properly,’” said Brian.“Where do the teachers have to
go?” asked Sara.“That’s the weird part. He wouldn’t tell my dad. He told him he would call him at
home and let him know when the time was right,” said Brian. “I could tell my dad was
uncomfortable with the whole conversation.”“Has he called back?” asked Sara buttoning her top
button on her jean jacket and putting up the collar.“Not that I know of.”“That is rather bizarre,”
said Jessica.“Bizarre is only the beginning,” said Brian. “I didn’t find out what the first name of Mr.
Jakobsin is, heck, my dad probably doesn’t even know, but my dad did get the name of his
nephew.” Everyone was silent for a moment. Somewhere in the distance a dog barked. “Jak. Jak



Jakobsin,” he said, “J-A-K, instead of J-A-C-K.”Sara asked, “Why is the spelling of his name so
important?”“I don’t know,” said Brian, brushing away the question, “but for some reason he was
adamant that my father get their name right. But that’s not what’s so bizarre. I did a little online
research…you won’t believe what I found. Someone wrote a poem about Jak. It says he’s the
most evil creature on earth, or anywhere else for that matter, and that there is no way he has a
soul. It was crazy.”Jessica dived into her backpack.“What are you doing?” asked Brian.Jessica
retrieved her smart phone and rapidly poked the screen with excitement.“I’m looking up this
poem you’re talking about. I want to see it,” replied Jessica as she navigated the
Internet.Jessica’s parents had recently given her a smart phone for doing so well in school; she
was short by a single A- from obtaining a perfect 4.0. Simon wanted one, but his father believed
cell phones were another way to be consumed into the busy lifestyle many families are trapped
in. He appreciated his father’s old-fashioned ways most of the time, but this was different. Simon
didn’t feel like he was missing out on video games, cable television, or even computer pads.
Reading books and going to the movie theater was enough for him. But everyone had a smart
phone. He felt out of the loop not having one, not even a “stupid” phone.“Found it!” exclaimed
Jessica as if she had just found the lost treasure of the Knights Templar. She began reading
something from the little screen to herself.Sara was almost beside herself. “Well…read it
aloud!”“It’s more of a riddle than a poem,” said Jessica still staring into her phone. Her face was
aglow. Jessica loved a good mystery; she had a knack for figuring things out. “OK! Listen to this,”
she said. She read,“In the eye of the storm lies the reasonWaiting amidst turmoil, despair, and
treason.Unattainable and unforgivable it’ll remainStained in his father’s blood and forever
insane.He’s the most vile creature in our world, or beyond,His secret – at the bottom of Sin’s
pond.He either has no soul or it has fellTo the darkest depths of the worst imaginable hell.”She
read the last three words slowly.“But it doesn’t mention his name anywhere,” said Sara.“Oh…I
forgot,” Jessica cleared her throat. “It’s titled ‘Jak Jakob’sin’.”Sensing an ominous presence,
Simon looked over his shoulder. The night had grown cold. The others must have sensed the
same thing because they all looked out into the night and spoke not a word.Scott broke the
silence. “How do we know that’s the Jak Jakobsin that moved here?”“Because how many J-A-K
J-A-K-O-B-S-I-Ns do you know?” said Brian caustically.“Scott has a point,” said Sara. “How do
we know it’s not about a Jak Jakob… and his sin?” No one answered. “And besides, it’s probably
fictitious,” she said unconvincingly.“Hey guys, let’s go inside and discuss this,” Simon suggested.
He noticed Jessica was starting to shiver, and like the air, the atmosphere had become chilly.
Everyone agreed and started toward the café’s entrance, but Sara paused and said quietly,
“Wait! Look at that!”They were stunned. A shiny, jet-black Rolls Royce limousine rolled slowly
through the stop sign at the intersection and without a sound rolled to a stop next to them. The
Rolls Royce shared the same ominous ambiance as the semis that passed moments ago; it had
dark tinted windows and a dark blue glow around and under it. Sitting motionless and silent it
looked more like a prowler waiting for its prey. Even the headlights were a piercing blue, casting
foreboding shadows along the street.The engine was so quiet Simon didn’t know if it was still



idling. The car showed no sign of life hidden behind its tinted windows. No movement and no
sound, until…someone screamed. Dulled and muffled behind the black glass, it was still intense.
The car didn’t shake or jostle as if someone were trying to get out; it just sat there, still.Jessica
grabbed Simon’s wrist. The screaming didn’t stop. It grew louder, more agonizing. Then, just as
abruptly as it had started, the screaming stopped.Simon took a step toward the car, but Jessica
kept her grip on his wrist.He looked at her and whispered, “It’s okay. I’m just gonna see if they’re
alright.”Jessica looked reluctant, but then let him go. Simon stepped onto the road. He came
within ten feet of the majestic Rolls Royce before it took off like a phantom into the night, toward
Tuttle Point.Simon, still standing in the middle of the road, turned and looked back at Jessica,
Sara, Brian, and Scott; they looked as baffled as he felt.“That was nothing short of weird and
freaky,” said Brian, “and not necessarily in that order. Let’s get our butts into the café!” Brian
wasn’t one to scare easily, but Simon could tell he wasn’t joking around.Simon paused in the
doorway and looked back toward Tuttle Point. He could barely see the distant pine trees
shivering in the chilly night air. It had become dark so quickly. And Simon couldn’t help feel that
the darkness itself was trying to push him into the warmth and brightness of The Village Corner
Café.They tucked into a corner booth. Very little was said beyond trivial comments about what to
order. It wasn’t until their food came that the talking picked up. Munching on burgers and fries,
and slurping on malts they rehashed the encounter with the Rolls Royce, the information they
saw on the Internet, and some of the gossip they heard during school about the Jakobsin family.
Simon took the gossip with a grain of salt.At one point Brian called the sheriff’s office from his
cell phone after the group agreed it was the best thing to do. However, Sara’s suspicion that
there wasn’t anything the local law enforcement could or would do was confirmed when Deputy
Brady politely explained to Brian that they can’t go around arresting people regardless of how
weird or freaky the sounds coming from their vehicle may be. “Unless you saw something
suggesting someone’s in danger, there’s nothing we can do son,” said the deputy. That ended
that.By the time they each polished off their piece of pie, except Scott, who had two pieces
because he couldn’t decide between apple and pecan, they concluded there was nothing they
could do for now. Jessica was the only one who wanted to go to Tuttle Point to see if they could
meet the family, but no one else wanted to go. Tuttle Point was on a peninsula so there was only
one way in and one way out, which meant to get to the mansion they would either have to obtain
the Jakobsin’s permission or trespass. Neither option seemed like a good idea. Especially since
the Jakobsins didn’t seem to want anyone coming around.Eventually Jessica conceded. So after
Scott finished licking all the pie crumbs from his plate, and Sara stopped laughing at the site of
Scott’s face covered in pie crumbs, they left.Simon and Jessica headed toward the movie
theater. Simon loved going there. Since he didn’t have cable television, the theater was Simon’s
second home. He loved watching movies as much as he enjoyed getting lost in a good book. He
craved adventure, but he wasn’t quick to search for it unless it was on the pages of a storybook
or between the credits of a movie. Usually Jessica was as excited as Simon about going to a
good movie, but she seemed preoccupied with her own thoughts.He was going to ask her if she



wanted to cancel the movie, but he didn’t want her to say yes. So, he took a different approach.
“You seem fascinated with the Jakobsins,” he said.“Not fascinated, just curious,” she said.“Why?”
he asked. “They seem to be just another quirky family that just wants to be left alone.”“But that’s
just it,” said Jessica, “They don’t seem to be just another family. There’s something…off about
them…. Something isn’t right.”“You don’t even know them. What makes you think something isn’t
right about them?” asked Simon.Jessica thought about it. “It’s just a feeling I get, that’s all.”Simon
wanted to ask her what kind of feeling she gets, but it was obvious she didn’t want to talk about it
anymore when she quickly changed the subject.“I don’t want to miss the previews,” she said.
“Want to split a popcorn?” she asked as they entered the theater. She didn’t have to ask him
twice. Popcorn always makes a movie more enjoyable.About twenty minutes into the movie
something odd happened. The double doors at the back of the theater burst open with a loud
thud and then someone slammed them several times against the wall.Simon and Jessica, along
with half of the theater, turned around to see what the commotion was about.“Stupid, cheap
doors!” A teenage boy was madly kicking the doors until they stuck open. This resulted in a wide
ray of light stemming down the center aisle. He was cradling a very large bucket of popcorn in
one arm while holding a large pop.“This sucks! I’ve missed the beginning!” said the stranger
loudly as if he were the only person in the theater. He seemed oblivious to the glaring onlookers
as he made his way toward the center of the theater, making racket and cursing the ones he was
stepping over to get to a seat.“Move it fat stuff,” the stranger said aloud to a large boy who
couldn’t have been more than ten years old.“OUCH! That was my toe,” a girl cried out.“Don’t
start bawl’n!” said the stranger.“Cool it kid!” a guy a few rows up snapped.“Yeah, yeah,” said the
stranger plopping into an empty seat.“Jerk!” someone yelled.Simon got a good look at the
boisterous stranger who had taken a seat four rows back from him. He looked a few years older,
but it was difficult to tell because his disheveled, dark hair covered part of his face. He was lanky
and looked disgusted as he slumped down into the chair. He looked more annoyed than
everyone else.Jessica leaned in to Simon. “Can you believe that guy?” she whispered.Simon
shook his head.Simon soon lost himself in the movie again and forgot about the earlier
disruption. However, the movie’s engrossing plot was disrupted again and again. Simon was
pulled back to reality several different times as the stranger roared with laughter long after the
funny scenes were over.Moviegoers protested openly when the stranger roared with phony
laughter during more serious scenes and shouted obscenities at the screen every time the villain
failed to overcome the hero.Several people left the theater, but the stranger took no notice of
them. He shoveled handfuls of popcorn into his mouth and yelled at the movie screen, spraying
popcorn on the irritated moviegoers in front of him.“That’s not real! He couldn’t do that!” he
yelled followed by more menacing comments and phony laughing.The more the people in the
theater became disgruntled, the louder and more vexing the stranger became. Soon their insults
and gestures toward the stranger became hostile, and a few people even started arguing with
others.3Strangers in RiversideSimon and Jessica left Riverside High as quickly as they could.
Most days they stayed after choir practice to visit with Mr. Rodenberg. But he was a little more



moody than usual, and Jessica was anxious to get downtown to The Village Corner Café. During
lunch a rumor started floating around, and by the time the last bell dismissed school for the
weekend, the gossip had spread like wildfire. There was no way of knowing what was true and
what was hearsay, and Jessica wanted to find out what was going on. The Village Corner Café
was a great place to start. After that, Simon and Jessica were going to a movie.Their footsteps
echoed in the empty halls as they raced to their lockers. Simon ran as fast as he could, his
sneakers squeaking every time he rounded a corner. But it was no surprise when Jessica
reached the school’s main doors before he did. Somehow she always beat him when they were
racing.Twilight had come and gone and the stars had taken to the sky while they were in choir
rehearsal. It was warmer than normal for this time of year. It almost felt like a cool summer’s
night. As they made their way down the street Simon noticed something. It wasn’t something he
saw, but rather something he felt. The air was electric.His heart beat faster as they neared
downtown. Jessica must have felt the same thing because Simon had to pick up the pace to
keep up with her.The Village Corner Café was Riverside’s most popular hangout any night of the
week. It was well known for its fresh baked pies and towering milkshakes; people from all around
the county frequented the small diner. It was also the best place to go for the latest news and
gossip. From the county sheriff to the mayor of Riverside, anyone who was someone swung
through the old café on the corner of Main Street and Center Avenue.As they crossed the street
to the café, Simon’s stomach growled from the aroma of greasy burgers hot on the grill.
Apparently the pizza he had earlier wasn’t enough.Sara Nygard was near the café’s entrance
with two others, waiting for Simon and Jessica. Sara was thin with long dark hair. And even
though she was shorter than average, she stood tall. Simon had a crush on her in seventh grade,
but never told anyone. As he got to know her he learned that her father had left Sara and her
mother when she was only five, and her mother had been spending every day since then taking
it out on Sara. Despite her rough upbringing, Sara had a kind heart and loved life. She also had a
wholesome laugh. She was easy to spot because she had a favorite denim jacket she wore
every chance she could. Simon enjoyed making her laugh because it was so genuine. Her laugh
was the reason for his crush.Sara was talking with Brian Laney and Scott Lundeen. Simon didn’t
know much about Brian, other than he was the envy of every other boy in school. His good looks
and charm made him popular with the girls, and he was so innocent about his popularity that as
much as his peers would love to hate him, he was easy to like. Brian’s father was the principal of
Riverside High.Scott was just a big teddy bear…that could bite. He had always been the biggest
in the class with a soft sense of humor. He joked around a lot, but at his own expense. He didn’t
like to see people get their feelings hurt. Simon saw Scott take on three juniors one time
because they were teasing a freshman, Francis Carlson, who had a bad stutter. Scott was so
worked up it took three men to restrain him until he calmed down. That was two years ago when
Scott was in seventh grade. Ever since then other kids tended to watch their P’s and Q’s around
Scott. No one had ever dared to mention, or even acknowledge, Francis Carlson’s stutter
since.Sara, Brian, and Scott had been friends with Jessica since preschool. Simon got to know



them over the years because of Jessica, but he wasn’t close to them. He felt like the outsider
since the four of them had been friends for so long.“Where have you two been?” asked Sara
impatiently as soon as she saw them.“We had choir rehearsal tonight,” said Jessica. “We got
here as soon as we could!”“Well, you’ve been missing out,” said Sara.“On what?” asked
Jessica.“Someone moved into the mansion on Tuttle Point,” said Sara as if this was the most
shocking news of the decade.“That’s it?” asked Simon. “Someone moved into the mansion?”
Simon had been excited all afternoon ever since he heard the gossip about something big going
on. This was a let-down. “Is it someone famous?” he asked hopefully.“No. It’s no one famous,”
said Sara, “But you’re missing the point. These people moved in overnight. The mansion has
been vacant now for how many years?”Although it was a rhetorical question, Scott blurted out,
“Twelve!”“Thanks Scott,” said Sara kindly under her breath, and continued, “And then, just
overnight, an entire entourage appeared.”“What do you mean, appeared?” asked Jessica. She
seemed concerned.“I mean…no one has set foot in that place for years. The township put in a
proposal to buy the place, but the Tuttle family refused to sell for any price. They insisted the land
and the manor be left alone. And now, just like that,” Sara snapped her fingers, “someone moved
in under the cover of darkness and no one knows who they are. The only thing anyone has seen
all day are trucks coming and going from Tuttle Point…like those,” she said and pointed at two
oncoming trucks.Two shiny, jet-black eighteen-wheelers, trimmed with dark blue sidelights,
pulled up to the four-way stop at the intersection just outside the doors to The Village Corner
Café. Their dark, tinted windows fit well with the semis’ ominous sleek and high tech design.
Simon was waiting for them to suddenly transform into a humanoid robot and launch into outer
space.“They’re unmarked,” said Brian more to himself than the group.“That’s what I noticed,” said
Sara. “Not one mark on ‘em.”One in front of the other, the two semis turned onto Main Street and
disappeared into the night.“How do you know the township wanted to buy the mansion?” asked
Jessica.“My mom was on the committee that put the proposal together,” said Sara. They all
looked at her with dumbfounded expressions. “What…I listen,” she said, embarrassed. “I
remember my mom having a fit about it at the time. She was telling someone over the phone she
thought the Tuttle family was being selfish and stubborn for no reason.”Suddenly the wind picked
up, bringing with it a surprisingly bitter chill. The tall pine trees down the road started swaying.
Simon zipped up his jacket.“Maybe we should go inside,” said Scott flicking his head toward the
café.But Brian hesitated. “I may know who they are.”Sara turned and almost bumped into Simon.
“What!” she said. “Why didn’t you say something earlier?”“It just dawned on me,” said Brian in
deep thought.“You think it could be that Jak kid?” asked Scott.Brian shot a glare at Scott, who
was oblivious to what he did wrong. “Yeah…but I wasn’t supposed to tell anyone,” said Brian
aggravatingly.“Come on,” said Jessica and Sara at the same time, “We won’t say anything.”Sara
was giving Brian her you-can’t-resist-me smile. Simon was a little jealous; he had wanted to be at
the receiving end of that smile before, but he was too afraid to ask her out.“Okay” said Brian, “but
you can’t tell anyone.”Brian hesitated for a moment. Then he looked at Simon.Simon put his
hands up in the air like Brian was pointing an invisible pistol at him. “I won’t say thing,” he said.



“Promise!”As Brian began to speak they all huddled to keep warm and to make sure no one
overheard.“My father received a call the other night. At first I thought it was just a parent asking
questions about our school and town, you know, someone looking at moving into the area. But
then my dad got really quiet and signaled me to leave the room. I did, but I stayed within earshot.
Whoever was on the other line did most of the talking because my dad didn’t say much. I got the
gist of the phone call afterward when he spoke to my mom.“Get this,” said Brian and leaned into
the center of their circle. “The guy told my dad he wants the teachers to come teach his nephew
at a private facility until their replacements arrive, his private tutors. No one is to ask his nephew
any questions about his family, his past, or even their home. This guy is going to pay the
teachers triple their salary as long as they are teaching his nephew, but made it clear that if they
violate any of his rules they will be terminated on the spot and released immediately.”“How do
you know it was a guy?” asked Jessica.“Because I heard my dad refer to him as Mr. Jakobsin.
He even spelled out their name, J-A-K-O-B-S-I-N, because it sounds like ‘Jacobson,’ but he
wanted my dad to ‘know the family name properly,’” said Brian.“Where do the teachers have to
go?” asked Sara.“That’s the weird part. He wouldn’t tell my dad. He told him he would call him at
home and let him know when the time was right,” said Brian. “I could tell my dad was
uncomfortable with the whole conversation.”“Has he called back?” asked Sara buttoning her top
button on her jean jacket and putting up the collar.“Not that I know of.”“That is rather bizarre,”
said Jessica.“Bizarre is only the beginning,” said Brian. “I didn’t find out what the first name of Mr.
Jakobsin is, heck, my dad probably doesn’t even know, but my dad did get the name of his
nephew.” Everyone was silent for a moment. Somewhere in the distance a dog barked. “Jak. Jak
Jakobsin,” he said, “J-A-K, instead of J-A-C-K.”Sara asked, “Why is the spelling of his name so
important?”“I don’t know,” said Brian, brushing away the question, “but for some reason he was
adamant that my father get their name right. But that’s not what’s so bizarre. I did a little online
research…you won’t believe what I found. Someone wrote a poem about Jak. It says he’s the
most evil creature on earth, or anywhere else for that matter, and that there is no way he has a
soul. It was crazy.”Jessica dived into her backpack.“What are you doing?” asked Brian.Jessica
retrieved her smart phone and rapidly poked the screen with excitement.“I’m looking up this
poem you’re talking about. I want to see it,” replied Jessica as she navigated the
Internet.Jessica’s parents had recently given her a smart phone for doing so well in school; she
was short by a single A- from obtaining a perfect 4.0. Simon wanted one, but his father believed
cell phones were another way to be consumed into the busy lifestyle many families are trapped
in. He appreciated his father’s old-fashioned ways most of the time, but this was different. Simon
didn’t feel like he was missing out on video games, cable television, or even computer pads.
Reading books and going to the movie theater was enough for him. But everyone had a smart
phone. He felt out of the loop not having one, not even a “stupid” phone.“Found it!” exclaimed
Jessica as if she had just found the lost treasure of the Knights Templar. She began reading
something from the little screen to herself.Sara was almost beside herself. “Well…read it
aloud!”“It’s more of a riddle than a poem,” said Jessica still staring into her phone. Her face was



aglow. Jessica loved a good mystery; she had a knack for figuring things out. “OK! Listen to this,”
she said. She read,“In the eye of the storm lies the reasonWaiting amidst turmoil, despair, and
treason.Unattainable and unforgivable it’ll remainStained in his father’s blood and forever
insane.He’s the most vile creature in our world, or beyond,His secret – at the bottom of Sin’s
pond.He either has no soul or it has fellTo the darkest depths of the worst imaginable hell.”She
read the last three words slowly.“But it doesn’t mention his name anywhere,” said Sara.“Oh…I
forgot,” Jessica cleared her throat. “It’s titled ‘Jak Jakob’sin’.”Sensing an ominous presence,
Simon looked over his shoulder. The night had grown cold. The others must have sensed the
same thing because they all looked out into the night and spoke not a word.Scott broke the
silence. “How do we know that’s the Jak Jakobsin that moved here?”“Because how many J-A-K
J-A-K-O-B-S-I-Ns do you know?” said Brian caustically.“Scott has a point,” said Sara. “How do
we know it’s not about a Jak Jakob… and his sin?” No one answered. “And besides, it’s probably
fictitious,” she said unconvincingly.“Hey guys, let’s go inside and discuss this,” Simon suggested.
He noticed Jessica was starting to shiver, and like the air, the atmosphere had become chilly.
Everyone agreed and started toward the café’s entrance, but Sara paused and said quietly,
“Wait! Look at that!”They were stunned. A shiny, jet-black Rolls Royce limousine rolled slowly
through the stop sign at the intersection and without a sound rolled to a stop next to them. The
Rolls Royce shared the same ominous ambiance as the semis that passed moments ago; it had
dark tinted windows and a dark blue glow around and under it. Sitting motionless and silent it
looked more like a prowler waiting for its prey. Even the headlights were a piercing blue, casting
foreboding shadows along the street.The engine was so quiet Simon didn’t know if it was still
idling. The car showed no sign of life hidden behind its tinted windows. No movement and no
sound, until…someone screamed. Dulled and muffled behind the black glass, it was still intense.
The car didn’t shake or jostle as if someone were trying to get out; it just sat there, still.Jessica
grabbed Simon’s wrist. The screaming didn’t stop. It grew louder, more agonizing. Then, just as
abruptly as it had started, the screaming stopped.Simon took a step toward the car, but Jessica
kept her grip on his wrist.He looked at her and whispered, “It’s okay. I’m just gonna see if they’re
alright.”Jessica looked reluctant, but then let him go. Simon stepped onto the road. He came
within ten feet of the majestic Rolls Royce before it took off like a phantom into the night, toward
Tuttle Point.Simon, still standing in the middle of the road, turned and looked back at Jessica,
Sara, Brian, and Scott; they looked as baffled as he felt.“That was nothing short of weird and
freaky,” said Brian, “and not necessarily in that order. Let’s get our butts into the café!” Brian
wasn’t one to scare easily, but Simon could tell he wasn’t joking around.Simon paused in the
doorway and looked back toward Tuttle Point. He could barely see the distant pine trees
shivering in the chilly night air. It had become dark so quickly. And Simon couldn’t help feel that
the darkness itself was trying to push him into the warmth and brightness of The Village Corner
Café.They tucked into a corner booth. Very little was said beyond trivial comments about what to
order. It wasn’t until their food came that the talking picked up. Munching on burgers and fries,
and slurping on malts they rehashed the encounter with the Rolls Royce, the information they



saw on the Internet, and some of the gossip they heard during school about the Jakobsin family.
Simon took the gossip with a grain of salt.At one point Brian called the sheriff’s office from his
cell phone after the group agreed it was the best thing to do. However, Sara’s suspicion that
there wasn’t anything the local law enforcement could or would do was confirmed when Deputy
Brady politely explained to Brian that they can’t go around arresting people regardless of how
weird or freaky the sounds coming from their vehicle may be. “Unless you saw something
suggesting someone’s in danger, there’s nothing we can do son,” said the deputy. That ended
that.By the time they each polished off their piece of pie, except Scott, who had two pieces
because he couldn’t decide between apple and pecan, they concluded there was nothing they
could do for now. Jessica was the only one who wanted to go to Tuttle Point to see if they could
meet the family, but no one else wanted to go. Tuttle Point was on a peninsula so there was only
one way in and one way out, which meant to get to the mansion they would either have to obtain
the Jakobsin’s permission or trespass. Neither option seemed like a good idea. Especially since
the Jakobsins didn’t seem to want anyone coming around.Eventually Jessica conceded. So after
Scott finished licking all the pie crumbs from his plate, and Sara stopped laughing at the site of
Scott’s face covered in pie crumbs, they left.Simon and Jessica headed toward the movie
theater. Simon loved going there. Since he didn’t have cable television, the theater was Simon’s
second home. He loved watching movies as much as he enjoyed getting lost in a good book. He
craved adventure, but he wasn’t quick to search for it unless it was on the pages of a storybook
or between the credits of a movie. Usually Jessica was as excited as Simon about going to a
good movie, but she seemed preoccupied with her own thoughts.He was going to ask her if she
wanted to cancel the movie, but he didn’t want her to say yes. So, he took a different approach.
“You seem fascinated with the Jakobsins,” he said.“Not fascinated, just curious,” she said.“Why?”
he asked. “They seem to be just another quirky family that just wants to be left alone.”“But that’s
just it,” said Jessica, “They don’t seem to be just another family. There’s something…off about
them…. Something isn’t right.”“You don’t even know them. What makes you think something isn’t
right about them?” asked Simon.Jessica thought about it. “It’s just a feeling I get, that’s all.”Simon
wanted to ask her what kind of feeling she gets, but it was obvious she didn’t want to talk about it
anymore when she quickly changed the subject.“I don’t want to miss the previews,” she said.
“Want to split a popcorn?” she asked as they entered the theater. She didn’t have to ask him
twice. Popcorn always makes a movie more enjoyable.About twenty minutes into the movie
something odd happened. The double doors at the back of the theater burst open with a loud
thud and then someone slammed them several times against the wall.Simon and Jessica, along
with half of the theater, turned around to see what the commotion was about.“Stupid, cheap
doors!” A teenage boy was madly kicking the doors until they stuck open. This resulted in a wide
ray of light stemming down the center aisle. He was cradling a very large bucket of popcorn in
one arm while holding a large pop.“This sucks! I’ve missed the beginning!” said the stranger
loudly as if he were the only person in the theater. He seemed oblivious to the glaring onlookers
as he made his way toward the center of the theater, making racket and cursing the ones he was



stepping over to get to a seat.“Move it fat stuff,” the stranger said aloud to a large boy who
couldn’t have been more than ten years old.“OUCH! That was my toe,” a girl cried out.“Don’t
start bawl’n!” said the stranger.“Cool it kid!” a guy a few rows up snapped.“Yeah, yeah,” said the
stranger plopping into an empty seat.“Jerk!” someone yelled.Simon got a good look at the
boisterous stranger who had taken a seat four rows back from him. He looked a few years older,
but it was difficult to tell because his disheveled, dark hair covered part of his face. He was lanky
and looked disgusted as he slumped down into the chair. He looked more annoyed than
everyone else.Jessica leaned in to Simon. “Can you believe that guy?” she whispered.Simon
shook his head.Simon soon lost himself in the movie again and forgot about the earlier
disruption. However, the movie’s engrossing plot was disrupted again and again. Simon was
pulled back to reality several different times as the stranger roared with laughter long after the
funny scenes were over.Moviegoers protested openly when the stranger roared with phony
laughter during more serious scenes and shouted obscenities at the screen every time the villain
failed to overcome the hero.Several people left the theater, but the stranger took no notice of
them. He shoveled handfuls of popcorn into his mouth and yelled at the movie screen, spraying
popcorn on the irritated moviegoers in front of him.“That’s not real! He couldn’t do that!” he
yelled followed by more menacing comments and phony laughing.The more the people in the
theater became disgruntled, the louder and more vexing the stranger became. Soon their insults
and gestures toward the stranger became hostile, and a few people even started arguing with
others.
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Simón Gómez, “fantastic creatures, alternate worlds far away from our realit. We as a society
have been fascinated for thousands of years with the idea of magic, fantastic creatures,
alternate worlds far away from our realit. A lot of us even waited for something out of the usual to
happen in our childhood years to take us away from routine, from the normal, because we read it
happened to some character in a book, so why wouldn't it be possible to happen for us too? This
excitement, this magic I haven't felt in a long time, was reignited by 'In the land of
Magnanthia'.Even though it may start rather slow for some people's tastes, this book is really
worth the time you invest in it. The complex world it presents the reader, the well developed
characters that you meet over the course of the book, the creatures found in the journey,
everything is masterfully made and written in such a delicious way. I just can't wait to start
reading the second book of the saga!If you like, or liked at some point of your life, fantasy stories
with unbelievable worlds and crazy situations, I thoroughly recommend you read In the Land of
Magnanthia. It has the power to spark that fiber inside you that hasn't been touched in years.”

Purple, “Great start to an epic fantasy saga..... A very enjoyable young adult fantasy novel, and a
great start to a series. The only thing I regret is beginning the book knowing there is no second
novel yet. There are a few typos, and I agree with others that the book begins slowly. But it gains
momentum as the story is revealed. Similar in theme to Lord of the Rings and Narnia, people
who enjoy a good fantasy epic will be happy with this story. As indicated by the title, there are
indeed portals between worlds - ours and several others. Most of the story takes place in one of
these alternate realms where trees and animals talk, magical creatures exist, and of course
there is an epic story of good and evil brewing. For a new author, Maul displays great
imagination and a solid grasp of the type of story he is writing. Switching between 2 parallel
stories moves the whole saga forward, and the pace accelerates toward the end of the novel.
Eagerly awaiting number 2….”

LL, “Good read!. This book keeps you thinking until the end and even at the end you are left
wondering how the next part will play out. You don't know who is deceiving who, who can be
trusted, will the company stay together, will the guardian accept his destiny, and what does the
journey ahead entail. I will be looking forward to the next book coming out!If you like Lord of the
Rings or really any book about good verses evil that involves new worlds filled with magic and
the unknown then I think you will like this one. It also has a Harry Potter feel because it takes
ordinary boys from "our world" who discover that they are destined for something greater.Overall
I thought the book was good and it kept me interested. Sometimes I was confused on how
everything or more like everyone was fitting together because there was so much going on and
so many groups to keep track of. That and a few minor personal discrepancies is why I gave the
book a 4 instead of a 5.”



keesee, “In The Land of Magnanthia, Book 1. This book opens with Peter, who is a Guardian,
trying to protect a princess from two wizards. There has just been a war and Peter believes
there is a traitor among the counsel of wizards. So he casts a spell to protect the princess and
they disappear. Then we are taken to the planet earth and the present time and meet Simon and
his dad and his across the road neighbors. We quickly learn that there is more to Simon than
meets the eye and that he is destined for more greatness than he could have ever imagined.This
book has quite an intriguing opening that leaves you wanting to read on to discover what
became of Peter and the princess and this strange land they are from. Since this is just the first
book of probably many more to come, you are left with some unanswered questions. Overall
though, it was an enjoyable read. I enjoyed being taken into the wonder of Magnanthia and the
evil of Bedlam.  Excited to see where book 2 takes us next!”

Archie, “Great Fantasy Book!. This book is a remarkable fantasy fiction with twists and turns
throughout from beginning to end. The contrast shown by the author of two different characters
is quite interesting. It’s like showing actions and reactions of two sides of the coins. A very
simple, organized, easy to follow book and has a good use of vocabulary. The story line is fast
paced, full of action and engaging. It will take you to an adventurous journey that you will not
want to end, until it’s done. The book is a little lengthy, but I enjoyed reading it. It has so many
mysterious events that will keep you on the edge and does not get boring or uninteresting at all.
A good fit for kids to adults. I read this book in more than couple sittings, but it kept me
wondering about what danger the main characters will face next or what unforeseen is ahead.
So I was connected to the story even when I was not reading it. All in all a great blend of Mystery,
Action and Fantasy.”

LARK MEADOWS D'AURIA, “A good book about good vs evil and the willingness guess to take
a stand for right. This book hops back and forth from a reluctant possible hero in the form of a
16 year old boy raised by his dad and a spoiled and unloved rich boy. They live in the same
town but take different paths due to their proclivities toward good or bad. Both end up in another
world through a portal, but their experiences there are very different. Both need to make choices
about the direction their lives will go...towards good or evil, and until the end, it is unclear what
direction they will take. Annoyingly, the book's ending leaves us open for a sequel without
resolving the issues.Having said that, it is a good book, and I would read the sequel.”

The book by B. R. Maul has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 48 people have provided feedback.
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